
THE ORIGINS OF THE ACHAEAN WAR 

THE Achaean war against Rome in 146 continues to provoke befuddlement and per- 
plexity. Few problems in antiquity have proved so intractable to solution. The event was 
of major import: the last futile outburst of Greek resistance to Roman power, calling forth a 
new era, an enforced reorganisation of Greece and its subjugation, for all practical purposes, 
to the Roman governor of Macedon. Greek independence was thereafter chimerical. Yet 
the origins and motivations for that fateful struggle remain as puzzling as ever. Under- 
standably so. A half century earlier, the Achaean League had thrown off allegiance to 
Macedon and opted for collaboration with Rome. A formal alliance followed in subsequent 
years. Relations between the two powers were sometimes rocky, but never issued in overt 
conflict during that half-century. In the three great eastern wars of the second century, 
against Philip V, Antiochus III, and Perseus, Rome and Achaea were on the same side. 
Yet in I46, when Rome's military might should have been incontestable, the Achaeans 
engaged her in a suicidal and ruinous war that brought the dissolution of the old League and 
the overlordship of Rome. Small wonder that the episode causes bafflement. 

Explanations, of course, have been offered. A desperate rising from below, it can be 

argued, engendered the conflict: movements of the Greek lower classes conceived as an 
assault on the social structure which had been propped up by Rome.' A variant on this 
view pins blame on demagogic leaders in Achaea, anti-Roman in sympathy, stirring up the 
masses, and provoking war with Rome.2 Or one may eschew class divisions and find 

personal and political rivalries in Achaea which stimulated a contest between pro and anti- 
Roman factions.3 Alternatively, the brunt of responsibility can be fixed on Rome. The 
senate determined to break up the Achaean League and suppress any independent behaviour 
in Greece-the culmination of Roman imperialism.4 Hence, Greek resistance was not a 
narrow political or social upheaval, but a genuine patriotic and nationalistic response.5 

Attractive hypotheses-but ultimately unsatisfactory. It is natural to seek rational 
explanations, whether in social discontents, ideological motivation, or political competition. 
Equally natural to attempt the ascription of blame-on Roman policy makers or Greek 
demagogues. But the event itself mocks reconstructions that assume calculated plans or 
deliberate provocation. The enormous discrepancy in power between Rome and Achaea 
defies efforts to find a reason for Roman initiative and confounds suggestions about Achaean 
incentive. But historical events, even those of major consequence, are not always fashioned 
by purposeful design. Accident and chance have received less than their due. 

Polybius, at first sight, seems to have recognised the fact. The disaster that befell 
Greece is attributed to arvXla. In his introduction to the Achaean war, Polybius stresses 
that theme. Book Thirty-eight was to describe the culmination of the Greeks' aTrvxa. 

There had been frequent missteps in the past, but none more deserving than this of the name 
of cdrvXa.6 Pity and compassion are called for; the Greeks' every act fell foul of fortune; 

1 So N.-D. Fustel de Coulanges, Questions historiques 
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forms by numerous scholars; see literature cited in 
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3 J. Briscoe, Past and Present xxxvi (1967) 15-19. 
4 G. De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani (Florence, I964) 

iv 3-I32-3, 136-9, i4I, I49; Fuks, JHS xc (1970), 
78-9, 86-7; cf. M. G. Morgan, Historia xviii (1969) 
435-6, 438, 440; T. Schwertfeger, Der achaiische Bund 
von 146 bis 27 v. Chr. (Munich, I974) I0-12, I6-I7. 

5 De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv 3.I44-6, 151-4; 
Fuks JHS xc (I970) 79, 84-9. 

6 Polyb. xxxviii . 1-2: OTt j' A fli,io, nteptLXet TIjv 
avvTrielav Txrr T-cv 'L'Ervowv dTvXiac. Kainep ydp Typ 
'EiAd(os Kal KaOdAov Katl KaTd /Iepo; rEAthovaKLS ?EtTatlK- 
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oiKEltoepov q EapioCoat L T T aTV dtrvxia; voua Kal T1rV 
gvvotav ravtTrv c;Q roTol KaO' ry,as yeyovoatv. 
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their errors preclude rational defence even by those with the best will in the world.7 The 
historian does not here assess blame: the Greeks are victims of fate and misfortune, objects of 
pity.8 Or so it would appear. 

But that impression is erroneous. Polybius plays with the word adrvXta. In his analysis 
it becomes distinguished from auvtbopd. The latter is a neutral term, implying no judgment, 
but a'TvXta is redefined with a negative connotation: it takes on a discreditable meaning, 
shameful misfortune generated by the folly and wickedness of those who suffered it.9 The 
rationalist in Polybius emerges-or, at least, the seeker of causes. Blame is indeed to be 
assessed, ruthlessly and pitilessly. The authors of Achaea's drvxia are her demagogic 
leaders, corrupt and impious, ignorant and evil, stirring the populace to insane hostility, 
provoking unparalleled frenzy and disaster.10 Finally, he has come full circle. Fortune is 
not the cause of Greek calamity; rather she stepped in to save the nation from the destruction 
that her leaders' madness and guilt had merited: 'had we not perished so swiftly, we should 
not have survived'.11 

The analysis is tortured and unconvincing. In fact, not a rational explanation at all. 
No effort is made to elucidate the motives or behaviour of the 'demagogues'. Polybius' 
virulent diatribes against the politicians cannot conceal the fact that he lacks a plausible 
solution. And he as much as admits it: the whole country was afflicted with an evil spell.12 

Polybius' discomfiture is plain-and not surprising. The catastrophe of 146 left a 
profound impression. Himself an Achaean and a contemporary of these events, Polybius 
mourned the fate of his land. But he was also a friend of Roman statesmen, had spent 
sixteen years in Italy, and helped to arrange the Roman settlement of Greece after the war. 
An important passage reveals his initial impulse, a natural Greek impulse: he had defended 
the actions of the Achaeans and exerted himself as an apologist for the Greek cause in an 
effort to soften Roman vengeance.13 The impact of the disaster, however, had far-reaching 
effects on the historian's attitude. Among other things it induced Polybius to make a fresh 
start on his history and to examine the disturbed and troubled times that he had just wit- 
nessed and participated in.14 The writing of the history enforced a different perspective. 
Apologia for the Greeks was no longer pertinent. The historian's purpose was to seek the 

7 Polyb. xxxviii I.3: oVi ydp udvov &dp' c av naOov 

EAerjoat Ttl dv TOVg "E'AArlvag, eiTt 6E tidAAov q' otl 

E7tpa~av XTVXZ)Kevatl voldaete,; 1.5: oot 6' ov36' 

daopjdrv evioyov '6oaav zolT fovAoutvot'ot; oaplat lorjOElv 

vnEp Tzv }jLuaprTrlEvojv. 
8 Polyb. xxxviii I.4: KaTa 6e tl jueilov r6 tEtpl Tiv 

'EAi.d6a To6e avipfdv; 1.6: eQpop3vTe; Tad; avTCrdv 
davxia;; I.7: Tadg oTe nleptnvteelaQ rv 'EiVvwv 
tveeLvoTEpa; volUaLirov Tziv avtfidvcTov Kapxr6doviot;; 

1.9: ieyiloTa; avfqopdga; cf. 3.2; Diod. xxxii 26.1. 
9 Polyb. xxxviii 3.6-II' : aKAdtpetv tlev yap aiCavrag 

7rjys?rov Kal KOtVf Kal KaT' i6av t roV napaAdyo;t 
av,tiopai r neptziTrovag;, advXzelv 6 JudOVOV; TOVTOV; otl 

6tBd Itjv l6iav dfovAiav 6'vet6o ai :rpdaiEcg elmqppoval . . . 
jTv,Siraav drvXzav aia,pdv b;g i'vl tdharrTa Kal enovei- 

6tarov; cf. Diod. xxxii 26.2-5. 
10 Polyb. xxxviii 3.13, 9.4-5, io.8, 10.12-I3, 

II.6-11, 12.5-IO, I3.6-8, I5.8, I6.I-IO, I7.9-IO . 
The same conclusions expressed in Pausanias: 
vii I4.4-6, I5.2, I5.7, I6.6. Observe, however, that 
he contrasts the recklessness and deficiencies of the 
demagogues with davxta, thus returning to more normal 
Greek usage; vii 14.6: Opaav'rlSr 6 rj t,eTr daOeveiag 
fuavia av ,idatov a darvzla KaAolro. o 6Br Kal Kptod'aov 
Kai 'Azatov;g gfayVe. It does not follow that he is 
here repeating a source engaged in polemic against 
Polybius; as C. Wachsmuth, LeipzStudClassPhil x 
(1887) 294-6; M. Segre, Historia i (1927) 229, n. 131; 
H. Hitzig and H. Bluemer, Pausaniae Graeciae Descriptio 
(Leipzig, I904) ii 2.798. 

11 Polyb. xxxviii 18.7-12. Elsewhere in Polybius' 
work advXia or forms thereof is used without consis- 
tent meaning. Generally it signifies simply setback 
or disaster, with the victims to be pitied; i 55.2, 8i.I, 
82.10, ii 6.i, 56.6, iii 3.6, 5.6, 20.6, 63.6, 84.I3, 85.7, 
iv 7-3, I3.3, 33I11, 56.I, v 67.4, 74.3, vi 2.5, vii 7.I, 
14.5, ix 22.9, 33-2, 39-3, xiv 5-10, xv 22.3, 25-9, 
25.24, xxiii 9.2, 10.2, Io.I , xxix 20.4, xxxix 3.3- 
But on occasion, as here in Book xxxviii, it carries the 
sense of deserved or self-caused disaster; i 21.9, 37.6, 
iv 19.13, 21.7, vi 8.6, vii I4.6, ix 12.10, xv 21.5, 
xviii I4.I4, 15.6, xxii 13.9, xxiii 3.5, I0.14, xxx 8.4, 
9.21, xxxii 2.8, xxxviii 8.11. And once even equiva- 
lent to disgrace; xii I3.5, 14.2. 

12 Polyb. xxxviii I6.7: nzdva 6' 'v rnAtprl n:aprAlay- 
1v7q; cpapitaKeiaq. Cf. Polybius' similar conclusion on 

the outbreak of the Macedonian revolt under 
Andriscus. He had endeavoured strenuously to 
find a rational cause, but, in the end, ascribed it to 
6atcovopfaflea; xxxvi 17.1-4, 17.13-15. 

13 Polyb. xxxviii 4.7: KaTa jiCev ydp TOVg TWV 
n7eptlTdaeowv Katpov? KaOjKet floOQelv TOVg "EiAAvag 
o'vag; To ig "EAAira Kaza nrdvTa v po'nrov, Td /tev da,ivovag;, 
zd 6e taepCaTenAovag;, zdi 6e zrapaLtovjeEvovg Tirv Tct)v 
KpaTovvvtov opyrv. onep jluicg; eI avrcOv TOv :tpayHdaTU c 
enolrcaa,uev darAL7tvC;. 

14 Polyb. iii 4.I2-I3, 5.6; cf. F. W. Walbank, A 
Historical Commentary on Polybius (Oxford, 1957) i 
302-4; Polybius (Berkeley, I972) 29-30, 173-4. 
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truth and instruct his readers, that they might thereby avoid the errors of the past.15 Hence 
he groped about for reasons, abandoned the notion of an unhappy fate, and fastened on the 

responsibility of demented Greek leaders. The point was not to justify Rome's conquest, 
as is usually stated, but to provide some accounting for the disaster. It was an afterthought 
-and an inadequate one. In the end he could find no better answer than the ravings of 

demagogues and a collective insanity. It might have been better to stick to his original 
impulse. 

A re-examination of the events seems warranted. Neither calculated policy nor 
irrational frenzy affords a suitable explanation. TvXrq looms larger than one likes to think. 

* * * 

Did the Roman Senate seek to emasculate, control, and eventually dismember the 
Achaean confederacy? One charge certainly can be levelled with justice against Rome: 
the deportation of one thousand prominent Achaeans to Italy after Pydna and the insistence 

upon their detention despite at least five missions requesting release between I66 and I54.16 
The Roman posture is implicitly but unmistakably condemned by Polybius. His attitude is 

plain: Achaean leaders deported after Pydna were innocent of any wrong-doing, caught in 
the toils of the devious politician Callicrates who employed the occasion to rid himself of 

potential rivals and to assure his ascendancy through Roman backing.17 Rome's refusal to 
release the captives, even years afterwards, is explained as unwillingness to weaken Calli- 
crates' position. Retention of the hostages provided a stern lesson: the Achaeans would 
then dutifully submit to Callicrates, and other Greek states would fall in line behind their 
own pro-Roman politicians.18 As late as 155, when many senators had softened on the 
matter and were prepared to countenance release, Polybius has them manipulated by the 
praetor A. Postumius Albinus and induced to vote for continued detention.19 Not a very 
pretty picture of the Roman senate. And in Achaea the reaction was one of despondency. 
The majority of the populace ardently desired return of the deportees; impotent and frustra- 
ted, they vented their spleen by reviling Callicrates and his associates in public, jeering them 
at the games, having children call them traitors to their faces, and even refusing to step into 
their bathwater.20 But Roman intransigence cut off hopes and plunged Achaean spirits 
into despair. Callicrates and his counterparts elsewhere in Greece were riding high.21 

Such is the Polybian portrait-one that has found general acquiescence in modern 
scholarship. But caution and prudence need to be applied. Polybius can hardly be 
mistaken for a disinterested reporter. He was himself among the detainees in Italy, a 
victim of Callicrates' slanders. Whatever personal advantage he eventually obtained from 
the exile, Polybius never ceased to hold Callicrates responsible for every form of wickedness 
and to encourage those who sought the restoration of Achaean hostages.22 Equally pertinent 
and disquieting is his attitude toward A. Postumius, the man who allegedly twisted the 
issue of restoration in such a way as to assure continued Roman refusal. Postumius was a 
bete noire for Polybius, pilloried and ridiculed for his Hellenic affectation, his conceit, and his 
literary excesses-not to mention his cowardice.23 Such prejudices scarcely inspire confi- 
dence. 

15 Polyb. xxxviii 4.5-9. 7no)oi and To6 :rO0og here (xxx 32.8, 32.1 I, xxxiii 3.2) 
16 On the deportation, Polyb. xxx 7.5-8, I3; are not to be taken as allusions to the lower classes; as 

Paus. vii 10.7-I I; Livy xlv 31.5-1I . The Achaean Deininger, Widerstand, 212-I3. The hostility to 
embassies seeking release of the hostages: Polyb. xxx Callicrates' party is depicted as general ard wide- 

29.I, 30.1, 32.1-9, xxxii 3.14-I7, xxxiii 1.3-8, 3.1-2, spread, not attached to class membership; cf. Polyb. 
14. XXx 29. I. 

17 Polyb. xxx 7.5-7, 13.8-10. 22 The Polybian attitude to Callicrates is well 
18 Polyb. xxx 32.8: Fva cavpvoraavTe aeOapyXCoav EV known and consistent; cf. Polyb. xxiv 8-io; and see 

,uev 'Axa[a Trol; nep TOrv KaAtKpdTrv, ev S5e Troiq aotg Gruen, 'Class Conflict in Greece and the Third 
zToAtTrev/LStat Toi 6OKOVaCtV elvat 'Pao/aiv. Macedonian War' (AJAH i (I976) 32-5). Polybius 

19 Polyb. xxxiii 1.3-8. himself was finally instrumental in obtaining release 
20 Polyb. xxx 29.1-7. of the exiles; Polyb. xxxv 6; Plut. Cato, 9.2-3. 
21 Polyb. xxx 32.10-12. Polybian references to ol 23 Polyb. xxxix i. 
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More serious doubts about the Polybian analysis need to be expressed. The idea that 
Callicrates, as a Roman puppet, controlled and dominated Achaean affairs after i67 is, at 
the very least, an exaggeration. The repeated embassies sent by the League to recover her 
exiles are enough to refute it. They were certainly not promoted by Callicrates' party- 
who only stood to lose by them.24 Prominent rivals of his faction, like Thearidas, the 
brother-it seems-of Polybius, remained potent in Achaean politics during these years.25 
Callicrates' influence endured, but his opponents had clearly not been bludgeoned into 
submission by Roman authority. If Polybius is to be believed, Rome's obstinacy on the 
exiles was designed to solidify Callicrates' control in Achaea and that of other pro-Roman 
politicians elsewhere, like Charops in Epirus.27 But the interpretation is not borne out by 
facts preserved in the historian's own narrative. Charops' regime in Epirus degenerated 
into terrorising and self-aggrandisement; when Charops voyaged to Italy to obtain official 
backing c. 158, he was pointedly snubbed by L. Paullus and by the princeps senatus M. 
Lepidus and accorded no satisfaction by the senate.28 Similarly, Greek leaders in Aetolia, 
Boeotia, and Acarnania, installed in power with Roman acquiescence after Pydna, perished 
or were removed in the early I5os. The senate proved indifferent to the changes: no effort 
to promote regimes subject to Roman will.29 There is patent exaggeration too in Polybius' 
claim that Achaea succumbed to hopelessness and despair after Rome's decision to retain her 
hostages in I65/4. The report echoes language used by Polybius in describing Achaean 
despondency fifteen years earlier when Callicrates first came into prominence: he crushed the 
spirits of the populace.30 In fact, expectations were not abandoned; three further embassies 
seeking release of the exiles followed in the next decade. Polybius, it appears, simply 
projected his personal disappointment into a collective Greek despair. And, one may 
surmise, the delegations themselves loom larger in Polybius' narrative than they did in 
Hellenic politics. 

Retention of the hostages was a matter of prudence. Their removal to Italy after Pydna 
stemmed from Rome's concern for the security of her settlement. Restoration would run 
the risk of upheaval and renewed factional strife in Achaea. Best to leave well enough alone. 
It is noteworthy that the senate refused an apparently reasonable request that the exiles be 
given a formal trial to determine guilt and fix punishment.31 The motive is not far to seek. 
One can cite a close parallel in these very years. Around I60 Demetrius of Syria sent to 
Italy the confessed murderer of a Roman legate. But authorities in Rome shrewdly declined 
to exact a penalty, lest this appear to close the matter. They preferred to hold it in abey- 
ance and reserve it for another occasion, should there be need to hold the Syrian king in 
line.32 Analogous motives prevailed in the case of the Achaean exiles. Formal trial would 
mean punishment of the guilty (if there were any) and freedom for the rest. Rome elected 
to leave the issue uncertain, a trump card to discourage unrest in Achaea. 

As the years passed, this purpose seemed less compelling. Achaea had created no 
difficulties. By 155 an appreciable number of senators were prepared to tolerate release 
of the exiles.33 Five years later, with most of them dead or aged, their value to Roman 

24 Cf. Polyb. xxx 29. I; Larsen, Greek Federal States 
483-4. 

25 Polyb. xxxii 7.1. On the relationship with 
Polybius, see evidence and discussion in Syll.3 626 
and notes. 

26 C. 154 Callicrates dissuaded the Achaeans from 
joining a Rhodian war on Crete, asserting that this 
might evoke Roman disapproval; Polyb. xxxiii 
I6.2-8. Whether his stance had been concerted in 
advance with Rome is unattested and an unnecessary 
assumption. Callicrates had adopted a similar 
posture with regard to aid for Ptolemy in I69/8; 
Polyb. xxix 23-25. The decision to stay out of a 
distant war was a prudent one, especially since both 
Rhodes and Crete had claims on the Achaeans. One 
need not infer Roman dictation here. 

27 Polyb. xxx 32.8, 32.I2. 

28 Polyb. xxxii 6. 
29 Polyb. xxxii 5.I-3. 
30 Polyb. xxiv 10o.14: vvwrpbpa; Tovg o'Xiovg; 

xxx 32.II: rTd /1eV JtAr Or] avweTplhrl TalS btavoiat;. 

Zonaras, ix 31, asserts even that many of the exiles 
committed suicide-doubtless an error, based on 
Zonaras' confused reading of Dio or Dio's of Polybius 
and the fact that when decision was made to release 
the hostages, many of them were already dead; 
Polyb. xxxii 3-14-15. 

31 Polyb. xxx 32.3-7. 
32 Polyb. xxxi 33.5, xxxii 2.1, 2.10-12; Appian, 

Syr. 47; Diod. xxxi 29; Zon. ix 25. See esp. Polyb. 
xxxii 2.12: ertjpet [the senate] 68 Trlv aitrav daKpatov, 
warl' Z?etv ETovariav, tre flovrlOeir), yXpoaaaOat Tro 
EyKAr/Itaat. 

33 Polyb. xxxiii I.6. 
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policy was minimal. Polybius mobilised his friends in the senate and a quip by Cato was 
enough to restore the remaining Achaeans to their homeland.34 The hostages had served a 
useful turn, primarily to assure quietude in Greece. They do not signify a Roman attempt 
to control the affairs of Achaea, still less to cripple the Confederacy. 

* * * 

Information on relations between Rome and Achaea during these years is deplorably 
scanty. But a few incidents, fragmentarily reported, shed some light. 

In I64 a boundary dispute between Sparta and Megalopolis, both members of the 
Achaean League, broke out afresh: an old controversy, stretching back for two centuries and 
involving territory that had changed hands between them several times in that period.35 
This time Rome, no doubt on application from one or both of the disputants, sent repre- 
sentatives to arbitrate: C. Sulpicius Gallus and M'. Sergius, despatched to look into affairs 
further east but also instructed to stop in the Peloponnese for this purpose.36 Nothing further 
known from Polybius, whose extant text does not contain the results of the Peloponnesian 
mission. Pausanias has a more elaborate tale, punctuated with bitter commentary: 
Gallus arrived to arbitrate between Sparta and Argos, treated the Greeks with scorn and 
derision, and turned the matter over to Callicrates for a decision; further, he backed the 
claims of Aetolians at Pleuron to detach themselves from the Achaean League, a proposition 
endorsed by the senate which then authorised Gallus to dislodge as many states as possible 
from the Confederacy.37 An extraordinary story and a severe condemnation of Rome, if 
true. How much can we believe? 

That Gallus behaved arrogantly is quite plausible. He would not be the first nor the 
last Roman official abroad to do so. Polybius describes his subsequent insolent demeanour 
in Asia Minor and alludes to earlier aAoyriaTa, presumably the incidents in the Peloponnese.38 
A gross villain in Polybius' eyes. Once again, caution should be recommended. Gallus' 

dealings with Callicrates may have inspired the historian's hostility. Callicrates is described 
in the blackest terms by Pausanias, doubtless derived from Polybius.39 But how villainous 
was Gallus' deed? Transference of the matter to Callicrates was surely not a private 
arrangement; rather a decision that Achaean officials should pass judgment on a contest 
between members of the League. 40 Rome's practice of referring disputes to another state for 
arbitration is common enough.41 The fact is confirmed by a fragmentary decree from 

Olympia, showing that ultimate decision was rendered by a Achaean arbitral board and 

alluding favourably to the Roman action-which had asked simply for affirmation of earlier 
Greek findings.42 Polybian prejudices against Callicrates and Gallus notwithstanding, it 

34 Polyb. xxxv 6.1-2 = Plut. Cato, 9.2-3; Paus. 
vii I.12; Zon. ix 31. Hostages from other Greek 
states, it seems, were released as well; Polyb. iii 5.4; 
Zon. ix 31. 

35 On the earlier stages of the dispute, see Plut. 
Cleom. 4.1; Polyb. ii 54.3, ix 33.11-12; Livy xxxviii 
34.8; Paus. vii 11.1-2. 

36 Polyb. xxxi 1.6-7. Surely not on Roman 
initiative, as is implied by Larsen, Greek Federal States 
485. The senate would hardly investigate a terri- 
torial squabble in the Peloponnese unless requested 
to do so. 

37 Paus. vii I 1.1-3. Mention of Argos rather than 
Megalopolis is probably an error by Pausanias, as 
generally thought; De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani, 
iv 3.129, n. I39. But an additional Spartan dispute 
with Argos cannot be ruled out. 

38 
Polyb. xxxi 6.1-5. 

39 Paus. vii II.2: KaAltKpdZeT 6L d daCrl rT; 
'EAAa;cos dv6pt dAdaraopt. 

40 Cf. Niese, Geschichte iii 318, n. 6; contra: Lehmann, 
Untersuchungen 312, n. 362. 

41 Cf. the reference to Corcyra of a controversy 
between Ambracia and Athamania at about this 
same time; IG ix 690; SEG iii 451; M. Holleaux, 
Etudes d't pigraphie et d'Histoire Grecques (Paris, I957) v 

433-47; R. K. Sherk, Roman Documents from the Greek 
East (Baltimore, 1969) no. 4. Other instances: 

Dispute between Priene and Magnesia referred to 
Mylasa c. 6I ?; Inschr. v. Priene, 531; Sherk, Roman 
Documents, no. 7, with bibliography. Dispute be- 
tween Itanus and Hierapytnia referred to Magnesia 
c. 140?; IC iii 4, no. 9 and no. io; bibliography in 
Sherk, Roman Documents, no. I4; add S. Spyridakis, 
Ptolemaic Itanos and Hellenistic Crete (Berkeley, 1970) 
55-9. Dispute between Sparta and Messene referred 
to Miletus c. 140; Syll.3 683. And see below, p. 51. 

42 Syll.3 665. The Roman intervention is men- 
tioned in lines 42-50. Whether this refers to 
Gallus' action or to another Roman mission is 
uncertain. In any case, Rome' representatives 
clearly opted for the status quo. And the recalcitrance 
of the Spartans, resulting in a fine, was dealt with by 
Greek judges, not by Roman dictation. 
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appears that Rome avoided rather than undertook interference in Achaean internal 
affairs. 

Rome's role in the secession of Pleuron remains nebulous. Pausanias alone mentions it, 
in the context of Gallus' misbehaviour in Greece. The secession itself is nowhere else record- 
ed or suggested. Even if the story be accepted, however, it says nothing of Roman initia- 
tive. Aetolians at Pleuron seized the occasion of Gallus' visit to declare their independence. 
After an embassy to Rome, the senate simply endorsed the wishes of Pleuron's representa- 
tives.43 Whatever one makes of that tale, the further claim of Pausanias that the patres 
authorised Gallus to dismember the League as far as possible deserves no credit. Gallus' 
mission to the Peloponnese was simply a side-trip, a brief stopover prior to his major objec- 
tive, an investigation of Eumenes' and Antiochus' activities.44 The notion that he waited in 
Hellas until Greek embassies went to and returned from Rome, then received senatorial 
instructions to sever as many communities from Achaea as he could-which Pausanias' 
account requires-surpasses belief.45 Roman policy, content to turn over arbitration to the 
authority of the League, would hardly at the same time endeavour to dissolve that organisa- 
tion. Pausanias muddled his facts and anticipated events twenty years hence. 

Rome's continued recognition of Achaean integrity is demonstrated by another incident. 
Inhabitants of Delos, ordered to evacuate the island after it came under Athenian control 
in 166, took up residence in Achaea and obtained Achaean citizenship. Private 
claims on Athens followed, and law suits, presumably for recovery of property. The Delians 
asserted a right of being treated as Achaeans; their claims should be regulated under the 
trv4t3oAov in effect between Athens and Achaea. The privilege was upheld by the League, 
but challenged by Athens. Unpleasantries resulted, perhaps even a series of raids. The 
matter was finally brought to Rome c. I 59 by Achaean envoys taking up the interests of the 
Delians and by representatives from Athens.46 The senate's response was clear and forth- 
right: Achaean laws take precedence and Athens is to treat with the Delians in accordance 
with regulations made by Achaea.47 Rome, despite her amicitia with Athens, would not 
intervene to upset Achaean arrangements. The authority of the League was explicitly 
acknowledged. 

Still a further event needs to be cited in this connection. At some time, shortly after 
I60, the Athenians, whether for economic or political reasons, took it upon themselves to 
sack the border town of Oropus. The attack led to a series of embassies and diplomatic 
wrangles. Polybius recorded the story, but his account has unfortunately perished.48 
We are left, as far as literary sources go, with Pausanias' narrative, a discussion riddled with 
difficulties and implausibilities. To summarise the account, Oropus, having been ravaged 
by the Athenians, sought redress from Rome. The senate considered her grievance justified 
but turned the case over to Sicyon to inflict a fine upon Athens. The penalty was excessive, 
500 talents, which the senate, upon Athenian appeal, reduced to 00oo. Still too high for 
Athens' taste; an arrangement was made for an Athenian garrison in Oropus and Oropian 
hostages in Athens. But the garrison misbehaved, the agreement collapsed, and Oropus 
sought assistance from the Achaean Confederacy. There was reluctance in Achaea, but a 
bribe to the crrpaTrlyos Menalcidas, who then engaged the aid of Callicrates by promising 
him half the money, got the League mobilised. Athens anticipated events, however, 
ravaged Oropian territory further, and then removed her garrison. The Achaeans arrived 
too late to help; advice from Menalcidas and Callicrates for an invasion of Attica was 
rejected; League forces were withdrawn.49 

So far Pausanias. The account as it stands contains doubtful features. Pausanias' 

43 Paus. vii I I.3. Schwertfeger, Der achaiische initial expulsion, see P. Roussel, Ddlos, colonie athini- 
Bund 8, n. 20, suggests, without argument, that enne (Paris, I9I6) I6-I7, 384-5. 
Pausanias has confused Pleuron with Heraclea. 47 Polyb. xxxii 7.5: Kvpiag elvat rda KaTa TOV? 

44 Polyb. xxxi i.6-8. voAovg yeyevsIeva; xapa TOE; 'AZatoi; oiKoVo/tuag nepT 
45 The tale is accepted without question by Colin, Tciv AAoiwv. 

Rome et la Grace 500; rightly doubted by Niese, 48 Polyb. xxxii II.5-6. 
Geschichte iii 319, n. i. 49 Paus. vii 1I .4-8. 

46 Polyb. xxxii 7.1-4; cf. xxx 20.8-9. On the 
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statement that Athens raided Oropus because of dire poverty stemming from 'the Mace- 
donian war' is difficult to take seriously.50 Athens did not suffer in the war on Perseus and 

profited from its aftermath. Pausanias may have in mind the depredations of Philip V; but 
those occurred nearly a half-century earlier and were altogether irrelevant, perhaps another 

example of Pausanias' muddle-headedness. Similarly, the arrangement entered into 
between Athens and Oropus, involving an Athenian garrison and Oropian hostages-which 
was to be given up if Oropus complained !--strains credulity and betokens further Pausanian 
confusion.51 The notion that Achaea's general was bribed and that the promise of cash to 
Callicrates got the League to muster its forces can hardly be taken on faith-especially in 
view of Pausanias' demonstrable attitude toward Callicrates.52 There are other difficulties.53 
More important, an inscription from Oropus, almost fully preserved, sheds needed and 
welcome light.54 As we shall see, it serves more as refutation than as supplementation of 
Pausanias. 

That the tale has a basis in fact cannot be denied. An Athenian attack on Oropus and a 

subsequent appeal to Rome provide no difficulty. Other sources, drawing on Polybius, 
verify the imposition of a 500 talent fine by Sicyon and an Athenian mission to the senate 

seeking relief. This latter was, of course, the famous philosophic embassy of 155, headed by 
representatives of the Academics, Peripatetics, and Cynics, whose extra-curricular activities 
left a profound impression in Rome.55 For our purposes, the significant point is, surely, that 
the senate, as in the case of the boundary dispute discussed above, preferred not to dictate 
the settlement itself, but to turn it over to another party. In this instance it was transferred 
again to Achaea, more specifically to the Achaean city of Sicyon. Indifference may be the 
principal reason; in any case, Rome minimised her interference. When Athens objected 
to the fine's magnitude, the patres reduced it to reasonable proportions, but certainly did not 
reverse the Sicyonian decision. 

The rest of Pausanias' narrative is difficult to reconcile with the epigraphic testimony. 
The Oropian decree honours an Achaean statesman, Hiero of Aegira, for signal services to 
Oropus. It was Hiero who urged her cause before two Achaean meetings.56 His importun- 
ings enabled the Oropians to recover their city and to restore their exiles.57 Little point of 
contact here with Pausanias' story. Pausanias makes no mention of Hiero; Menalcidas and 
Callicrates are the moving agents in his tale. Nor does he know of any expulsion and 
restoration of the Oropians. Indeed, the inscription, with its gratitude expressed for 
Achaean support in achieving the ends of Oropus, sits ill with the account of Pausanias who 
has the Achaeans arrive too late, decide against further intervention, and act totally without 
effect.58 Various modern reconstructions attempt some combination: first the appeal to 
Rome, the Sicyonian judgment, and the reduction of the fine; the Oropian raids, Athenian 
retaliation, installation of a cleruchy, and expulsion of Oropians; finally, Oropus seeks 
Achaean aid and gains the support of Hiero for recovery of the city, but the more sub- 
stantial assistance arranged by Menalcidas and Callicrates falls through.59 A dubious and 
unverifiable venture. The passion to reconcile conflicting evidence just because it exists 
is an emotion to be resisted. Pausanias has too many errors to justify a total salvage 
operation. 

50 Paus. vii I 1.4. 7aTrpMa Kal KaTEiAqi[v]0Eva1 [eTa' T7?KVOV K(t yVVatKWV. 
51 Paus. vii I 1.5. 5s Notice too the decree's reference to Oropus as 
52 Paus. vii 11.7-8. o:htv 'EArjvt6a e4av6(pato6itaOelaav ovacav; Syll.3 675, 
53 For example, the assertion that Oropus was an line 20. A self-interested statement, of course, but 

Athenian dependency (Paus. vii I I.4) is, at best, not easily compatible with Pausanias' 'Qponov 
misleading, if not altogether erroneous: cf. U. v. vn7KooV aCq)ttv [the Athenians] ovarav; vii I I.4. 

Wilamowitz, Hermes xxi (i886) 101-2; W. S. Fer- 59 So Colin, Rome et la Grece 504-7, the fullest 
guson, Hellenistic Athens (London, 1911) 325, n. 2. discussion; similarly, Larsen, Greek Federal States 

54 Syll3 675. 486-7. Some lean more heavily on the inscription: 
55 Polyb. xxxiii 2 == Gellius, vi 14.8-10; Plut. Niese, Geschichte iii 319-20; Dittenberger, Syll.3 675, 

Cato, 22.1; Cic. Acad. ii I37; De Rep. iii 9 = Lactan- n. 3; others on Pausanias: De Sanctis, Storia dei 
tius, Inst. Div. v 14.3-5. Romani iv 3.82-83; Lehmann, Untersuchungen 3I5-19. 56 Syll.3 675, lines 6-19. Deininger, Widerstand 220-I, does not even betray 

57 Syll.3 675, lines 23-5: b6td TV rovov 7V povotav Kat awareness of the epigraphic document. 
KaAoKayaOiav av[4u]p]E%7Ke[v] KcKo/plaOat r}adg T?rv 
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Hypothetical reconstructions, in any case, can be put aside. A few pertinent points 
require stress. The Oropian document honours Hiero; it is silent on Menalcidas and 
Callicrates, let alone on any bribery. The latter, of course, is hardly to be expected in an 
honorary decree. But a more significant item has failed to capture scholarly attention. 
Hiero is identified as from Aegira and son of Telecles.60 The Telecles in question may be 
the same Telecles of Aegira who thrice headed embassies seeking restoration of the Achaean 
exiles in Italy-and surely of the same family.61 Hence, in no way a partisan of Callicrates. 
Hiero's effectiveness in this affair is further indication that Callicrates did not run a mono- 
lithic regime in Achaea. And the implication of Pausanias that Achaea swung into action 
only when Callicrates was bribed and utilised his influence as an agent of Rome should be 
discarded, not woven into an elaborate tapestry. The bias of Polybius and the fumbling 
exaggerations of Pausanias have misled us for too long. 

Further, Rome's role in all this is minor and distant. When first appealed to by Oropus, 
she transmitted the issue for Sicyonian arbitration. After Athens contested the decision of 
Sicyon, the senate appeased her amicus by lightening the penalty, but upheld the findings. 
Athens proceeded to ignore that judgment as well-without any reaction on Rome's part. 
Oropus knew better than to try the senate again. She turned to Achaea; and, one may note, 
the Athenians and those who supported them pleaded their case before the Achaeans as 
well.62 The League was still very much a viable entity and uncontested by Rome.63 How- 
ever one reconstructs the events that followed, it is clear that the Romans abjured any 
further involvement. The matter was happily left in the hands of Achaea.64 

To sum up so far. The years between i67 and 150 betoken no breakdown of relations 
between Rome and the Achaean Confederacy, nor do they presage a coming dissolution of 
the Confederacy. Rome held on to the hostages, a cautious move designed to avoid the 
risk of untimely upheaval that might result from return of the men and from inevitable 
contests over restoration of their property. But the patres did not insist upon a puppet 
government bound to their will. Callicrates continued to wield influence in Achaea, but so 
did his opponents, like Xeno, Telecles, Hiero, and Thearidas, the brother of Polybius. 
Rome refrained from direct interference in Achaean politics. And she paid due regard to 
the League's integrity. Disputed matters brought to the senate, like the cases of Megalo- 
polis and Sparta, Athens and the Delians, Athens and Oropus, were referred to Achaean 
officials, the institutions of the League, or to its constituent members. And other states too, 
like Rhodes, Crete, Thessaly, and Oropus, recognised the League's authority, seeking its 
help in war or support for their causes. Roman policy remained aloof, out of cordiality or 
indifference. As late as 150 there was no sign of approaching conflict. 

* * * 

Obscurity prevails for the years immediately preceding the outbreak of war. In the 
absence of Polybius' text, we must resort to Pausanias. Not a heartening prospect. His 
credibility is no higher just because we lack testimony to weigh against it.65 Caution and 
scepticism are advisable. And it is best not to assume the end-i.e. the war itself-from the 
beginning. 

Achaean politics do not lend themselves to clear reconstruction, on the basis of extant 

60 Syll. 3 675, lines 1-2. Polyb. xxxiii I6. -8. And a few years later, when 
61 Polyb. xxxii 3.14, xxxiii 1.3, 3.2; noted by Andriscus overran Macedonia, the people of Thessaly 

Wilamowitz, Hermes xxi (i886) 103. applied first to Achaea for succour; Polyb. xxxvi I o.5; 
62 Syll.3 675, lines I8-19: npop6; e 'A0%vatov? Ka[l] cf. Livy Per. 50. 

TOVg dATov; Tovg advrTtpeafev'ov[T]a; [f]/[Tv ebre]. 64 Cf. Colin, Rome et la Grece 507. 
Oropus, of course, alluded to the favour of Rome in 65 Notice the remarks of Colin, Rome et la Grece 
seeking Achaean aid, but only in vague terms; lines 6I I-I2, n. 7: 'c'est une source assez mediocre . . . 

I1-12, 21-2: e'ne Kal ev Te[ 'PowaiwOv qfilat Kal ntrTEt mais son recit, pris en lui-meme, se suit bien, sans 
6aTAeAoovjev vnadpxoveT. She had obviously obtained contradictions. En l'absence de moyens de contr6ole, 
no concrete satisfaction from the senate. nous n'avons pas de raisons pour le supposer inexact.' 

63 It was about this same time that both Rhodes A naive and unacceptable methodology. 
and Crete sought Achaean support in their conflict; 
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evidence. To judge from Pausanias, they operated simply through scandal, bribery, and 

petty intrigue.66 Major events, even those leading to conflict with Rome, stem from 

bickerings among corrupt politicians. So Menalcidas, general of the League in I5I/o, was 

persuaded by a bribe to support Oropus' cause against Athens. The Achaeans moved into 
action when Menalcidas offered half the cash to Callicrates. The expedition came to 

naught and Menalcidas decided to keep all the money. Hence Callicrates, in retaliation, 
brought a capital charge against him when Menalcidas' year of office expired. An obvious 
recourse presented itself: Menalcidas bribed the new arpaTryods of I50/149, Diaeus, who 

helped get him off. The sordid chain of events continues. The Achaeans turned on 
Diaeus who then broke with Menalcidas and provoked a conflict with Sparta. The embas- 
sies to Rome followed, further intrigues by Diaeus, Callicrates, and Menalcidas, and Achaean 
mobilisation for war on Sparta.67 Hardly a satisfying analysis-though reiterated with 
little comment in most modern narratives. Pausanias' guidance does not promote trust. 

That there was jockeying for power and contests among rival politicians is plausible 
enough. Callicrates had played a prominent though not an unchallenged role in Achaea 
for thirty years. A new generation of leaders was pressing its claims. The return of 
Achaean exiles in I50 will have eroded Callicrates' position further.68 Their arrival 
stirred internal difficulties, at least with regard to property settlements.69 Shifts in power 
relationships within the Confederacy are further indicated by Menalcidas' election to 
Achaea's highest post, the only known Spartan to reach that position.70 Diaeus bursts onto 
the scene without prior notice-but evidently reviving the fortunes of a family which had 
been in prominence a few decades earlier.71 The return of the exiles, the emergence of a 
new generation, the stepped-up challenges to Callicrates' prestige, and the assertion of 

Spartan influence within the League all conspired to create a fluid political situation.72 

Allegations of bribery and corruption may well have been slung about; a common enough 
device; and Pausanias-as well as Polybius-was prepared to believe the worst of men like 
Callicrates and Diaeus. But the important point is that dissension focused on internal 
Achaean matters. There is nothing, even in Pausanias' narrative, to suggest that an anti- 
Roman movement swelled in Achaea or that conflict with Rome was on the horizon.73 
Political competition underlines the vitality, not the decrepitude, of the League. 

But personal struggles among the leadership tell only a part of the story. A significant 
issue divided Achaean opinion and burned the more fiercely in these years: the relationship 
of the Confederacy to Sparta. That, of course, was an old bone of contention, a source of 
friction for a half century and more-and one neither generated nor cultivated by Rome. 

66 The portrait goes unquestioned by some schol- 
ars. Cf. the elaborate denunciation of Achaean 
moral decline by Lehmann, Untersuchungen 318-20. 

67 Paus. vii I 1.7-13.I. 
68 Though there is no reason to believe that the 

returnees pushed Achaea in an anti-Roman direction. 
Only three hundred survived, according to Paus. 
vii I0.12. And of these, the only notable ones 
known are Polybius and Stratius, neither of whom 
sought conflict with Rome; Polyb. xxxii 3.14-15. 

69 Zon. ix 31. 
70 Of his previous career nothing is reported save 

for the fact that in i68 he was confined in Egypt and 
released upon request of the Roman legate C. 
Popillius Laenas; Polyb. xxx 16.2. That hardly 
justifies the notion that he thereafter pursued a 'pro- 
Roman' policy in Achaea; as Niese, Geschichte iii 339; 
De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv 3.129; Lehmann, 
Untersuchungen 316; n. 373; cf. Larsen, Greek Federal 
States 490: 'probably enough to make him something 
of a pro-Roman'. 

71 Such, at least, may be inferred from the fact 
that Diophanes, an important Achaean politician in 
the 19os and i8os, was son of a Diaeus; Paus. viii 

30.5, viii 51.i. He is last mentioned in I69-if that 

is, in fact, the same Diophanes: Polyb. xxix 23.2. On 
his career, see Lehmann, Untersuchungen 266-84. 
Whether the younger Diaeus was son of Diophanes 
cannot be known, but probably of the same family; 
cf. Niese, Geschichte iii 339. This does not, however, 
make him a partisan of Callicrates, as suggested by 
Lehmann, Untersuchungen 323-4; properly criticised 

by Deininger, RE Suppl. xi 521-3, 'Diaeus'. 
72 It was once believed even that Diaeus was 

among the restored exiles, on the basis of Polyb. 
xxxviii 17.9: Aialo; Kal ia/doKptro?, aprt T:g KaOO(ov 
TeTevXOTe; 6td Trrv EveaTOcaav aKptaldv. But that is 

improbable in the extreme. Schweighauser's old 
emendation of reTEvXZTe; to reTevXZc, now generally 
accepted, may well be right; the reference is simply 
to Damocritus-who had been recently exiled; Paus. 
vii I3.5. In any case, Polybius, himself among the 

returnees, would hardly characterise the restoration 
as 6tad Trv evearCacav daKptLIadv. 

73 Assertions along these lines by Niese, Geschichte 
iii 337-8, Colin, Rome et la Grce 6I I, et al. are based 

principally on hindsight. 
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Menalcidas' election as general for I5/0o dramatised the rise of Spartan prestige within the 
League. But a strong separatist strain endured in Laconia. Menalcidas himself took 
advantage of it to promote the interests of his native city. That much may be deduced from 
Callicrates' charge, even if exaggerated, that Menalcidas, while on an embassy to Rome, 
sought to detach Sparta from the League.74 And it is confirmed by his subsequent behaviour. 
Sparta still smarted from the adverse Achaean decision on her territorial claims and the 
imposition of a fine determined by an arbitral board.75 The city's position in the League 
once again became an issue of the first magnitude. 

Matters came to a head in I50/149, the arpaTrrlya of Diaeus. Sparta, emboldened 

perhaps by Menalcidas' prestige and by his recent acquittal, reopened the question of her 
boundary dispute and voiced her demands in Rome. But more than territory was involved 
here. The Lacedaemonians, it appears, were challenging League jurisdiction generally. 
Diaeus seized the occasion for his own political purposes. He reaffirmed the authority of 
the League in all matters, a stance calculated to appeal to a majority of Achaeans, and one 

evidently echoed by Callicrates.76 The Roman response, as reported by Pausanias, bears 
notice. It hardly amounts to encouragment of a separatist movement. The senate 
announced that all disputes, save for capital cases, are to be subject to the League's juris- 
diction.77 That decision is entirely consonant with Roman behaviour in previous years, as 
we have seen: Achaean authority is upheld; Rome preferred not to be bothered. As for 
the exception of capital cases, that was no novel verdict. A similar provision was contained 
in the settlement of I84/3, reaffirming Sparta's absorption in the Confederacy: capital 

League.78 The senate, as so often, simply opted for the status quo. 
The decision emboldened Diaeus to take firmer steps in maintaining Achaean control of 

Sparta. He ignored the exemption of capital cases and pressed charges against Spartan 
dissidents. Further, he announced that constituent members of the League had no right to 
despatch individual embassies abroad. And he prepared to mobilise Achaean forces, if 
Sparta should remain recalcitrant.79 Those actions should not be taken as deliberate 
defiance :of Rome and conscious provocation of a break with the senate. Diaeus relied on a 
long history of Roman indifference.80 And he was right. Sparta expected no concrete aid 
from Rome and capitulated by condemning twenty-four of her citizens to death in absentia 
as a gesture of appeasement.81 Achaean control was reinforced-without objection from 
Rome. 

Sparta still hoped to reverse the trend in I49/8. The twenty-four Spartan exiles, 
headed by Menalcidas, brought their case to the senate. Diaeus and Callicrates were 
commissioned by Achaea to counter their claims. It was Callicrates' last voyage; he 
perished on the way. But Diaeus and Menalcidas debated at unseemly length before the 
patres.82 Once more Roman authorities preferred to dodge the issue. The senate re- 
frained from making response, promising only to send a legation-which did not, in fact, go 
for another year and a half.83 The modern conjecture that Rome was now determined to 
dismember the League, but concealed her purpose because occupied with Macedon and 

74 Paus. vii I2.2. The mission can hardly have death in 171; Livy xlii 51.8. 
come during Menalcidas' generalship. Probably 81 Paus. vii I2.6-7. 
some years earlier, perhaps in connection with 82 Paus. vii I2.7-9. The presence of Diaeus and 
the boundary dispute against Megalopolis; see above. Callicrates on the same mission does not argue for 

75 
Syll.3 665. political collaboration. One could rarely predict 

76 Paus. vii I2.3-4; for Callicrates' attitude, see what Callicrates might do; cf. his actions in I80; 
Paus. vii I2.2, I2.8. Polyb. xxiv 8.8-9; and Pausanias' doubts; vii I2.8; 

77 Paus. vii I2.4: #poelnev r ' fov)y 6tKa6e6UOat ad Lehmann, Untersuchungen 321; Deininger, Widerstand 
aAAa nA'rv pvzrx4 v arvve6pkl Tw 'Azatcw. 22I-I, n. I0. Callicrates may have gone to shore up 

78 Paus. vii 9.5; cf. Polyb. xxiii 4.7-I5; Livy his own political position, weakened by the restora- 
xxxix 48.2-4. tion of Achaean exiles. 

79 Paus. vii I2.4-6. 83 See Pausanias'-perhaps unintentionally-dry 
80 Notice, for example, that, despite the settlement remark; vii 12.9: roQ ?K 'PO UTJq npEapeflT aysoAatTrpa 

of 184/3 which banned Achaean jurisdiction in naog yitverTo X 66o'. 
capital cases, the League condemned a Spartan to 
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Carthage, lacks both evidence and plausibility.84 Achaea indeed co-operated handsomely 
with Rome in that year. On request of the consul, she shipped Polybius to assist in negotia- 
tions with Carthage.85 And she had delivered forces to support the Roman campaign 
against Andriscus.86 The senate's response, evasive and non-committal, allowed the 
contending parties to interpret it as they wished. So Diaeus claimed full Achaean control 
over Sparta, Menalcidas a warrant for secession.87 For anyone who knew his history the 
message was clear enough: Rome elected neither to adjudicate nor to intervene. Ambig- 
uous senatorial decrees, in effect leaving matters for disputants to construe to, their own 
taste, can be cited for several earlier occasions-especially in Achaean-Spartan wrangles.88 
It was standard practice: a sign of disinterest, not a prelude for conquest. 

In the Peloponnese, Achaea's general for 149/8, Damocritus, prepared to bring the 
Lacedaemonians back into line by force. Sparta, it appears, had formally detached herself 
from the League.89 That she expected Roman backing is doubtful. Such expectation 
would, in any case, have been naive and empty. The new Roman commander in Macedon, 
Q. Metellus, did seek, in the spring of 148, to prevent any fighting in Greece. Not surpris- 
ingly. Only shortly before this, a Roman legion had been crushed by Andriscus and its 
commander killed.90 The war now had to be taken seriously indeed. Metellus, newly 
arrived at the front, did not want upheaval in Greece which might deprive him of allies and 
bolster the hopes of Andriscus. Even so, however, he avoided firm action and was not 
prepared to insist. Metellus simply diverted a Roman embassy, on its way to, Asia, asking 
its members to dissuade the Achaeans from warring on Sparta until the promised senatorial 
legation should arrive. The envoys delivered his message-in vain. Damocritus' campaign 
was already under way; Achaean leaders politely ignored the request. This was not a 
directive from Rome, nor a sign.of interventionist policy; simply a general's ad hoc advice- 
which the Achaeans found it convenient to decline.91 

Damocritus' campaign found success. Spartan forces were crushed and retreated to 
their city. Yet the Achaean commander preferred not to deliver the final blow. Sparta 
was spared and the Achaeans restricted themselves to plunder and raids in the countryside. 
Not a popular policy at home, as it turned out. Damocritus was saddled with an enormous 
fine and forced into exile since he was unable to pay.92 The reasons for Damocritus' 
hesitancy go unrecorded. Nothing suggests that his restraint came on instructions or 
advice from Rome. Perhaps reluctance to engage in an uncertain siege or concern about 
the reservists that Sparta might muster and a potentially bloody battle. Or perhaps a 
policy decision: some may have preferred a spared and humble Sparta to one wiped off the 
map and of no further use to the League. In any case, the hostile reaction to Damocritus' 
withdrawal shows that majority opinion in Achaea was more militant. Diaeus succeeded 
to the o-rpa-r-^yia for I48/7, a signal for vigorous prosecution of the war. But the militancy 
was directed against Sparta, not against Rome.93 

At some time after Diaeus assumed his post as general, perhaps in the fall or winter of 
I48, Metellus sent another message. Once more he counselled caution and asked for a 
suspension of hostilities against Sparta, pending arrival of the senatorial embassy.94 What 
are we to make of this? Certainly not a directive from Rome. The military situation may 
again have induced Metellus to urge peace in the Peloponnese. Andriscus himself was not 

84 For this interpretation, see Niese, Geschichte iii Lycia in i88 and 178; Polyb. xxii 5.1-7, xxv 4. -6.I. 

340; De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv 3.132-I33; 89 Polyb. iii 5.6; Paus. vii 13.1. 
Larsen, Greek Federal States 492. The assertion of 90 The defeat came in 148, so it is implied by Livy 
Justin, xxxiv I.5, sed legatis occulta mandata data sunt, ut Oxyr. Per. 50; cf. Livy Per. 50; Zon. ix 28; Diod. 
corpus Achaeorum dissolverent, is worthless, based on the xxxii ga; Florus, i 30.4; Eutrop. iv 13; Oros. iv 22.9. 
activities of the embassy in 147. Probably in the early spring. 

85 Polyb. xxxvi I I. 91 Paus. vii 13.2. The episode in no way indicates 
86 Livy, Per. 50: Thessalia . . . per legatos Romanorum that Metellus 'had been instructed to hold a watching 

auxiliis Achaeorum defensa est; cf. Polyb. xxxvi 10.5. brief over Greece'; as Morgan, Historia xviii (I969) 87 Paus. vii 12.9. 433 and n. 6i. 
88 E.g. Polyb. xxi 1. I-4, xxii 7.5-7, xxiii 9.11 -I4, 92 Paus. vii 13.3-5. 

xxiv 1.4-7, 2.1-5; Livy xxxviii 32.9-10. Cf. the very 93 Cf. Dio, lxxii i; Zon. ix 31. 
similar results from Roman responses to Rhodes and 94 Paus. vii 13.5. 
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finally defeated and killed before the close of the campaigning season in I48. And Metellus' 
difficulties were far from over at that point.95 So an appeal for a peaceful Greece in intellig- 
ible. And Diaeus complied-up to a point. He had no reason to vex the Roman general 
unnecessarily. The solidarity of the League was the prime consideration and Sparta was 
already severely weakened. The request could be honoured while Diaeus pursued his 
purpose through circuitous means. Achaea duly instituted a truce. But at the same time 
she occupied and garrisoned towns in Laconia, surrounding Sparta with a hostile presence 
and keeping her carefully under control. A shrewd scheme, designed either to render the 

Spartans harmless or to provoke them into hostilities-for which Achaea would not be held 

responsible. 96 

Sparta played perfectly into Diaeus' hands. Menalcidas, once again at her helm, 
violated the truce by attacking a border town. The move was hazardous and foolhardy. 
Achaea had a pretext to intervene; Sparta was swiftly cowed into submission. Her des- 

perate citizens turned on Menalcidas who, we are told, took his own life. Whether there 
was further fighting is unknown. But Diaeus had successfully accomplished his purpose.97 
Achaean dominance of Sparta now seemed secure. And the League had also shown herself 

willing to respect the wishes of Q. Metellus. As late as the spring of I47 there is no sign of 
anti-Roman activity and no indication of an approaching conflict.98 

* * * 

What followed seems clear enough in the evidence but enormously difficult to interpret. 
The crux of the matter, insufficiently stressed in modern accounts, lies in two Roman em- 
bassies coming in rapid succession during the summer and fall of 147 and presenting two 
very different postures.99 A brief resume of events is necessary. 

The Roman mission, headed by L. Aurelius Orestes, to adjudicate between Achaea and 

Sparta arrived at Corinth in the summer of I47-having been promised a year and a half 
earlier. Orestes transmitted the senatorial decision privately to Achaean officials from 
each of the League's cities. Sparta was to be detached from the Confederacy. But not 
only Sparta: Corinth, Argos, Heraclea, and Orchomenus were also to be independent.100 
When the announcement was made to an Achaean assembly, a vigorous reaction ensued. 
All known or suspected Spartans were imprisoned, even those seeking refuge with the Romans 
who endeavoured in vain to protect them. Orestes returned home in anger, claiming 
before the senate that he and his colleagues had barely escaped with their lives.101 The 

95 On the chronology of Metellus' campaign 
against Andriscus, see the careful discussion by 
Morgan, Historia xviii (1969) 426-7. The preten- 
der's uprising is recorded by Zon. ix 28.8-plausibly 
situated in the winter of 148/7 by Morgan, op. cit., 
43I-3. Hence, the assertions of Niese, Geschichte, iii 
34I, and De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani, iv 3.I35, that 
Diaeus was faced with a directive from a victorious 
general, are unwarranted. 

96 Paus. vii I3.5-6. 
97 The events registered in Paus. vii I3.7-8-whose 

narrative here need not be contested. 
98 Polyb. xxxviii I8.6 alleges that Diaeus executed 

a Corinthian and his sons for communicating with 
Menalcidas and for Roman sympathies-a remark 
that has led some to see him as on an anti-Roman 
path by mid-147; Deininger, Widerstand 222; cf. 
Niese, Geschichte iii 34I, n. 4. A faulty conclusion. 
Quite apart from Polybian malice against Diaeus, 
the statement occurs in the chronological context of 
late 146, the execution having come fBpaxei Xpodvc 
ntpozepov. That Diaeus would openly order the 
slaying of an opponent on grounds of pro-Roman 
sentiments in I47-when he was himself cooperating 
with Metellus-is unthinkable. 

99 For the chronology, see Morgan, Historia xviii 

(I969) 436-7 and n. 73. 
100 So Paus. vii I4.I-the most explicit account. 

Justin's formulation, xxxiv 1.5, that the whole 

League was to be dissolved, is clearly exaggerated. 
Equally vague is Florus, i 32.2: libertate a Romanis 
data. The excuse used, that the four cities were 
newcomers to the Confederacy (Paus. vii I4.I), is, of 
course, spurious. So also is the pretext, given by 
other sources, that the cities had once belonged to 

Philip; Livy Per. 5I; Dio xxi 72.1. 
101 An exaggerated claim, as Polybius points out; 

xxxviii 9.I-2-though one that is repeated and 
embellished by some later sources; Livy Per. 51: 
legati Romani ab Achaeis pulsati sint; Strabo viii 381; 
Dio xxi 72.2;Justin xxxiv 1.9. Pausanias' narrative 
is fullest and reports no violence against Romans; 
vii 14.2-3. That is confirmed by Cic. Imp. Pomp. I I: 
legati quod erant appellati superbius . . . ius legationis verbo 
violatum. Cf. the cautious statement of Florus, i 
32.3: legatosque Romanos, dubium an et manu, certe 
oratione violavit. That notice, with Critolaus as its 

subject, is probably conflation of two separate 
Achaean meetings. 
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patres, so it is reported, were indignant, as never before, and despatched a new embassy under 
Sex. Julius Caesar. And yet, in what appears a surprising turn-about, the instructions to 
that embassy were merely to convey a moderate rebuke and to ask the Achaeans themselves 
to punish those responsible for the error.102 A remarkably mild response. The League, for 
its part, had already released its non-Spartan prisoners and sent a legation to Rome with 
orders to apologise for any inconveniences caused to Roman envoys. The legation met 
Caesar's party en route, was received cordially, and accompanied the Romans to Achaea. 
At Aegium Caesar delivered a singularly affable speech, barely alluding to the recent 
unpleasantness and requesting only that Achaea avoid further offence to both Rome and 
Sparta.103 

How does one explain this volte-face-if volte-face it was ? Scholarly opinion is unanimous 
in dismissing or minimising it. Rome had made up her mind to shatter or severely restruc- 
ture the Achaean League some time ago and Caesar's embassy was no more than a playing 
for time.104 But that is too facile. And important questions are left unanswered. 

First of all, why the year and a half gap before Orestes' mission was even sent? A 
natural answer seems to be that Rome was awaiting the outcome of the Macedonian war. 
And, it has been suggested, a reorganisation in Macedon would naturally entail a general 
settlement in Greece as well.105 But the latter proposition is far from proved-or even 
plausible. The precedent cited is that of L. Aemilius Paullus who arranged the affairs of 
both Greece and Macedon, together with the senate's decem legati, after the defeat of Perseus. 
That, however, is not a proper parallel. There were Greeks who fought against Rome in the 
Third Macedonian War, especially in Epirus and Boeotia, states that were to suffer for it 
afterwards. By contrast, Hellenic forces joined Rome's cause against Andriscus, and no 
state in Greece was to be found on his side. Justification for a general settlement was 
absent. Further, Paullus' restructuring of Macedon in 167 had no counterpart in Greece. 
His activities there were confined largely to hearing charges against alleged Macedonian 
sympathisers and authorising their deportation to Italy. Roman officials refrained from 
any general reorganisation of Hellas in I67.106 Even less reason to imagine that the senate 
had any such reorganisation in mind in 148-when the Greeks had shown themselves loyal. 
As for a connection between Orestes' embassy and the end of the Macedonian war, nothing 
in the evidence attests to it. Plausible enough as a hypothesis, but unhelpful. It fails to 
explain the discrepancy between Orestes' drastic demands and Caesar's mild demeanour. 
And it assumes a senatorial decision for the wholesale settlement of Greece. A petitio 
principii.107 

The sharp contract between the two embassies should suggest that the senate lacked, 
rather than possessed, a firm policy. And the same may explain its delay in despatching 

102 Polyb. xxxviii 9.3-5. 
103 Polyb. xxxviii 10.1-5: l6tacEyoMvv 1ov TOI 

'AXatol; ?ev ,fi TOv Alyitwv tnoIeA Kal npo9qepoLUVov 
:noJAov' Kal ptiAavOpS7tov; .6dyov;, Kat TO ntepi tOVs 

:tpeaflevTd; g,eyKAriaa napaweUjrdvTo0wv Kal aXe66v OV36v 

nppoafCedlevov GLKato2oytaI;, 6aiAd feiTtLov eK6eZXOcLVoJv 
To yeyovo; avrtciv rtc) 'Axatov, KaOod,ov E nzapaKa)ov- 
VTrOv lU) noppowrptpw zpoflpvat TnJ; adapTla; tur*Te T;S 
El; avtov; tltjTe Tj; ci; TS OV; AaKEaltuoviov;. Similarly 
Dio xxi 72.2. Only a brief and uninformative notice 
in Paus. vii I4.3. The Latin sources omit this 
embassy altogether-perhaps unwilling to report any 
hesitancy or drawing back on the part of Rome. 

104 E.g. Niese, Geschichte iii 340, 342-4; De Sanctis, 
Storia dei Romani iv 3.132, 136-42; Larsen, Greek 
Federal States 492-4; Morgan, Historia xviii (1969) 
435-41; Fuks, JHS xc (I970) 78-9, 86-7; Schwert- 
feger, Der achaiische Bund 7-12; more cautiously, 
Colin, Rome et la Grece 615-20. 

105 Morgan, Historia xviii (1969) 433-8. Though 
the conclusion is unpersuasive, Morgan deserves 
credit for recognising and confronting the question. 

106 That is clear from Livy's lengthy account of 
Paullus' activities: mainly sight-seeing and listening 
to complaints about fifth-columnists; xlv 27-31, 34.9; 
cf. Plut. Aem. Paull. 28; Polyb. xxx 13, xxxii 5.6; 
Paus. vii 10.7-II. There was brutal retaliation 
against Epirote areas which had proved hostile in the 
war-but no 'settlement' by the commission; Polyb. 
xxx 15; Livy xlv 34. -6; Plut. Aem. Paull. 29.1-30.I; 
Strabo vii 327. Rome felt free to arrange affairs in 
Haliartus, Thisbae, and Coronea; Polyb. xxx 20; 

Sherk, Roman Documents, no. 2 and no. 3. But these 
were towns which had fought against her and been 
subdued. Otherwise, we hear of no territorial 
changes in Greece, apart from the detaching of 
Leucas from Acarnania; Livy xlv 31.12. Plutarch's 
vague statement, dve2dcl,ave [Paullus] TOV; o6tjovc Kal 
rd noiltrejluaaa KaOiaTaTo, counts for little; Aem. Paull. 
28.1. 

107 The idea that Caesar's mission was a delaying 
tactic until the senate could send out a senior magis- 
trate in 146-so Morgan, Historia xviii (1969) 440- 
begs the same question. 
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Orestes. Evidence on internal debate is altogether wanting. But there will surely have 
been some. Rome seldom took a distinct position on Spartan-Achaean matters. Argu- 
ments between hard-liners and more moderate senators could easily have postponed a 
decision-and may even be reflected in the two missions. Further, the curia itself was not 

always responsible for the behaviour of individual envoys abroad-and often assumed a 
much milder posture than its representatives.108 It would be hazardous to infer from 
Orestes' conduct in Corinth a clearly defined policy of the senate as a whole. In any event, 
the patres had items on their agenda which took precedence over petty quarrels in the Pelopon- 
nese: namely, Africa, Spain and Macedon. They were in no hurry to arbitrate Greek 

disputes. The tardiness of Orestes' arrival is not unduly surprising. 
A more important question, however, needs to be confronted. How does one account 

for the contents of Orestes' message? As our earlier discussion shows, Achaea had been 
stubborn in the Peloponnese, but hardly threatening to Rome. Quite the contrary. 
She had supplied forces for the effort against Andriscus and, at least formally, heeded the 

request of Metellus to frame a truce with Sparta. The senate, as we have seen, consistently 
recognised the integrity and collective jurisdiction of the League during the two decades 
after Pydna. Yet Orestes was now demanding the severance of some of Achaea's major 
cities, a demand which would effectively cripple the Confederacy. The move came as a 
bolt out of the blue-as well it might. Consternation and emotional response swept 
through the Achaean assembly. Its members had obviously not seen this coming. Is 
there an explanation for Orestes' posture ? That he was acting entirely on his own, without 
senatorial guidance, is quite unthinkable. On the other hand, modern statements about a 
relentless and self-propelling Roman imperialism will not do. The senate had treated 
Achaea with considerable restraint, even respect, during the previous twenty years. 

Nor is it true to say that the goal of dismemberment had been conceived long before, 
now at last to be implemented. The event often pointed to in this connection is a senatorial 
pronouncement to Achaean envoys who asked for help against the Messenian rebels in 184: 
Achaea ought not to be surprised at Roman lack of interest, even if Spartans, Corinthians, or 
Argives, let alone Messenians, should secede from the League.109 But that response is far from 
the enunciation of an active policy. Indeed the reverse: an expression of Roman indiffer- 
ence to the internal affairs of the League. The fact is that Achaea went on to crush the 
Messenian revolt-without Roman assistance to either side. And the senate proceeded to 
acknowledge with courtesy the status quo.110 Clearly not a preamble to dissolving the 
League."' The breakup of the Boeotian Confederacy in I7I has also been cited as an 
example of senatorial propensity in this direction. Again, however, an unsuitable parallel. 
There were divisions aplenty in Boeotia between Rome and Macedon; separatist tendencies 
were encouraged rather than initiated by Rome.112 The affair, in any case, came on the 
eve of a major war in Greece, not as part of a settlement. And the Boeotian League seems 
to have been reconstituted in some form after Pydna.113 These episodes fail to provide 
precedents. 

So we are no closer to a solution than before. In fact, Polybius offers an answer-but 

108 Examples are numerous and need not be 1l Pausanias' report that the senate instructed 
rehearsed here. See e.g. Polyb. xxii 10-12; Paus. Sulpicius Gallus to dislodge as many cities from 
vii 8.6, 9.I; Livy xxxix 33 (on Metellus in I86/5); Achaea as possible in 164 is almost certainly confused 
Polyb. xxiii 4; Livy xxxix 36-7, 48; Paus. vii 9 (on and bogus; vii I I.3; see above. Even if it be accep- 
Ap. Claudius in Greece in 184/3); Polyb. xxii 13-14, ted, however, the patres plainly showed no inclination 
xxiii I-2; Livy xxxix 33-35, 47 (on Ap. Claudius in to implement those instructions. 
Macedon in I84/3); Polyb. xxiii 5 (on Flamininus in 112 See esp. Livy xlii 43.5: ibi iam motus coeperat esse 
I83/2); Polyb. xxiii 9, xxiv 9.12 (on Philippus in discedentibus a societate communis concilii Boeotorum 
Greece in I83/2); Polyb. xxiii 8-9 (on Philippus in quibusdam populis. On the circumstances, confused in 
Macedon in I83/2); Livy xlii 47 (on Philippus in 172); the extreme, see Polyb. xxvii I-2; Livy xlii 38.3-5, 
Polyb. xxxi I, 6 (on Gallus in I64). 43-4. 

109 Polyb. xxiii 9.I3: dneKpitrarav 6e bo' Tt ov3' v 6 113 Cf Paus. vii I4.6, i6.9. See the discussions of 
AaKe6atltovoWv 7j KoptvOtwv T <Icv> 'Apyetov d(qpr7rrat S. Accame, II dominio romano in Grecia dalla guerra 
6r/Yo;, ov 6erOaet Tovg 'Axatovg Oavyiadetv eav zt) app6o; acaica ad Augusto (Rome, I946) I93-6; P. Roesch, 
avTcov; 0ycvrTat. Thespies et la confederation beotienne (Paris, I965) 69-71. 

110 Polyb. xxiii I7.3, xxiv 1.6-7. 
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one which no scholar has been willing to take seriously. The Greek historian asserts that 
Orestes' mission was not intended to break up the League but only to throw a scare into the 
Achaeans and to shock them out of their stubborness and hostility.1l4 Rome's recognition 
of the League was long-standing; her purpose now was simply to frighten its citizens away 
from the path of excessive presumptuousness; certainly not to start a war or to provoke an 
irremediable breach.115 

Is this to be rejected out of hand?116 Polybian partiality may be suspect. And his 
animus toward the Achaean 'demagogues' is plain. But that hardly establishes his purpose 
as one of whitewashing Rome or his analysis as transmission of a pro-Roman version."17 
Indeed, Polybius holds no particular brief for Rome in his narrative of the years after Pydna. 
We have seen already his negative portrayal of the senate's attitude on Achaean hostages. 
But that is not all. The text is liberally sprinkled with disapproving comments on Rome's 
behaviour in foreign affairs: accusations both of harsh cynicism and of gullibility.118 It has 
been argued that the historian altered his perspective when writing of the years immediately 
preceding the Achaean and Carthaginian wars, from c. 152: he was now prepared, if not to 

justify, at least to acknowledge without criticism a Machiavellian policy that increased 
Roman power.119 Perhaps so. But acceptance of that proposition does not alter the matter. 
If Polybius found virtue in the expansion of Rome's empire, he had no need to disguise her 

opportunism and to fabricate generous motives. Nor is that a line which the 'Roman 
tradition' took anyway. It is worthy of note that the Latin sources pass over Sex. Caesar's 
mission altogether. Their stress is on Rome's determination and unwavering decisiveness; 
whitewashing was irrelevant.120 So there is no good reason for summary dismissal of the 

Polybian interpretation. 
Is it unthinkable that the senate engaged in bluster and intimidation, without serious 

intent to implement her demands ? Polybius' conclusion may, of course, be no more than 
an inference from the mild and amicable behaviour of Caesar's embassy. He almost 
admits as much.121 Polybius was not privy to senatorial discussions that preceded these 

legations.122 Yet he could well have been informed of their drift afterwards by his Roman 
friends. Not necessarily a mere shot in the dark. But speculation on these lines is unprofi- 
table. The question remains as to whether the historian's verdict is inherently implausible. 

In fact, it is eminently plausible. That Rome eventually fragmented the League, after 
the war, is no argument for her original intention. It is to the past that one must look: the 
conventional behaviour of Roman representatives abroad. The history of Roman-Greek 
relations in the previous forty years shows numerous instances in which threats or demands by 
envoys failed to be enforced, followed by a softer line or by inaction in the senate. A near 

114 Polyb. xxxviii 9.6: Tol; n?epi T6v AvpriAtov cWK?e 
Tar eVTOad'c <ov > (lcraacdat foov2otevr T6zd fvo,;, dAAC 

Z'ocaatL KUa KaTwatACaoaaOat [fIov2oVirj] TtI avOa&Cetav 
Kal TjV adeXZOetav TrV 'AXatCYv. 

115 Polyb. xxxviii 9.8: adTo6SeSeyAevot TO MOvo E?K 

anoAov~ Xpovov Kal vO/1tlUovTe EXetv aV3Id ztlTo'v paiLAtCTa 
TCOv 'E)A.vtKC&V, avacTofpliJaLt /Uv EKptvav 6ti To 

Qppov7rjiaTtierOatL :tpa TOV e6vroT;, tOAE/Uov C6' dva.afleiv 
I' 6taqopdv 6dAoacepft nzpoC ToV) '.4atoalov ov6auIWco 

kgov'2ovTo. 
116 So Niese, Geschichte iii 343, n. 6: 'kaum glau- 

blich'; De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv 3.I40, n. 153: 
'al che senza dubbio nessuno imparziale prestera fede'; 
Fuks, JHS xc (I970) 86-7: 'The ruling of the Senate, 
delivered by Orestes, was no doubt tantamount to a 
deliberate breaking up of the Achaean League, 
immediate, or to follow, and no amount of explaining 
away by Polybius can obscure this'. 

117 Cf Colin, Rome et la Gr&ce 618-19, n. 4: 'il lui 
arrive souvent de se laisser influencer outre mesure 
per la tradition officielle de Rome'. 

118 E.g. Polyb. xxx I8.1-7, xxxi 2.I-7, 10.7, 21.6, 
xxxii Io, xxxiii I8. 0-I I. And see the fuller collec- 

tion of instances in Walbank, JRS lv (1965) 5-7; 
Polybius 168-71. 

119 Walbank, Polybius, 171-81. 
120 In fact, their judgments clearly incline to the 

negative: Florus, i 32. I: haec [Corinth]-facinus 
indignum-ante oppressa est quam in numero certorum 
hostium referretur; Cic. Imp. Pomp. i I: legati quod erant 

appellati superbius, Corinthum patres vestri, totius Graecae 
lumen, exstinctum esse voluerunt; De Off. iii 46: sed 
utilitatis specie in re publica saepissime peccatur, ut in 
Corinthi disturbatione nostri; cf. Livy Per. 5I; Eutrop. 
iv 14.I. Even harsher is the verdict ofJustin xxxiv 
I.3: quaerentibus igitur Romanis causam belli-but drawn, 
as it is, from Pompeius Trogus, this does not really 
qualify as part of the Roman tradition. 

121 Polyb. xxxviii 9.6: ie 05v [the senate's instruc- 
tions to Caesar] Kat Atav 6rjov E7yveTo 6t1LoT KaU To01 

7epi Zdv A3vprAtov e'COKE TaQ; evroia;, etc.; see above 
n. I14. 

122 He was with Scipio Aemilianus in Carthage and 
then on various exploratory voyages, before return- 

ing to Greece in I46; cf. Walbank, Polybius o0- 2. 
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parallel to the events of 147 may be found in Q. Metellus' mission to the Peloponnese in 

186/5. Metellus delivered a stern rebuke to the Achaeans for their treatment of Sparta and 
insisted that they rectify the situation. Achaean leaders, however, refused to let him address 
the assembly, thus exciting Metellus' indignation and causing him to make a bitter report 
back in Rome. Delegates of the League also hastened to justify their actions. The senate's 

response was simply to ask that future Roman envoys be treated with greater courtesy-a 
response very similar to the one she was to make forty years later.123 A series of Roman 

legates made demands on Philip V in the mid-i8os, to which he continually postponed 
compliance. The senate, by contrast with her representatives, remained passive and 
restrained. When partial compliance finally came, a Roman envoy warned that it was 

grudging and sullen; the patres, however, praised Philip and merely asked him to maintain 
a friendly attitude.124 In 182 and I80, ambassadors from Rome sought to dissuade Phar- 
naces of Pontus from warring on Pergamum; both times the advice was ignored-and both 
times the senate declined to take action.125 A delegation to Rhodes in 178 insisted on fair 
treatment for Lycia, a pronouncement which even induced the Lycians to revolt; but Rome 

gave no help when Rhodes proceeded to crush the insurrection.126 Roman commissioners 
to Galatia in i67 endeavoured to halt the Galatian war against Pergamum but were rebuffed, 
without discernible reaction at home.127 Senatorial requests in the years after Pydna were 

frequently ignored with impunity. A threat to Demetrius of Syria in 161 that he leave the 

Jews alone had no effect.128 Roman envoys attempted a settlement between the rival 
Ptolemies in 162 and were baulked.l29 In 158 the senate expressed desire for a joint ruler- 

ship in Cappadocia; but Attalus proceeded anyway to install Ariarathes on the throne.130 
In the late I50s, Rome ordered the restoration of Ptolemy Euergetes to Cyprus, but failed to 
attain her end.131 Even in 149 ambassadors from the senate ordered an end to war between 
Prusias and Attalus-to no avail.132 

A plethora of examples. And others could be added. Lycortas' words in i81 ring true: 
the Romans make numerous demands, on the prompting of others, but do not normally 
enforce the unreasonable ones.133 

In view of that background, Polybius' surmise-if it be no more than that-is a fair one. 
Orestes' stipulations represented rather less than an ultimatum. His speech to Achaean 
officials was a form of intimidation, designed to alarm the Achaeans into good behaviour. 

Peloponnesian problems were a nuisance rather than an item of prime importance to the 
senate. Twice within a few months Achaean and Spartan representatives had been in 
Rome with claims and counterclaims at a time when the senate's attention was focused on 
other matters. Ambiguous replies and a postponement of the promised embassy had only 
aggravated the situation. Threats might have a better effect in settling down the Pelopon- 
nese and making Achaea behave herself. It hardly follows that Rome had determined to 
shatter the Confederacy at all costs, even at the cost of going to war.134 Orestes no doubt 
expected a contrite response. A compromise could easily be arranged. But the emotional 
furor that ensued in the assembly upset those plans. The senate, as so often, immediately 
back-pedalled. Despite Orestes' angry words and alleged senatorial indignation, the 
patres sent Caesar to soothe bruised feelings and show Roman cordiality. There is no 

123 Polyb. xxii 10, I2.5-I0; Paus. vii 8.6, 9.1; Livy 128 I Macc. 8.31-32; cf. 9.1-27; Jos. Ant. xii 420- 
xxxix 33.3-8. The eventual outcome, after another 434. 
embassy, was a compromise settlement arranged by 129 Polyb. xxxi Io.6-9, I7-19. 
arbiters in Rome; Polyb. xxiii 4.7-I5; Paus. vii 9.5; 130 Appian Syr. 47; Zon. ix 24; cf. Polyb. xxxii 
Livy xxxix 48.4. I I. , 11.8-9, 12; Diod. xxxi 34. 

124 Polyb. xxiii 9.5-7. For the embassies and the 131 Polyb. xxxiii I 1.5-7, xxxix 7.6; Diod. xxxi 33. 
senate's demeanour, see Polyb. xxii I .3-4, I3.8- 132 Appian Mith. 6-7; cf. Polyb. xxxvi 14. -5; 
14.6, xxiii 2, 3.1-3, 8. -2; Livy xxxix 26.14, 29.1-2, Diod. xxxii 20; Livy Per. 50; Plut. Cato 9. 
33-3-4, 34.3-35-2, 47, 53.0I-I I; Appian Mac. 9.6; 133 Polyb. xxiv 8.2-3. Polybius himself offers the 
and the discussion in Gruen, 'The Last Years of same sentiments; xxiv 10.II-12. 
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mention of a renewed demand for severing major cities from the League. Scholars assume 
that that ultimatum remained in force.135 Polybius' text, however, gives the opposite impres- 
sion.136 And Pausanias' account implies the same: Rome's second mission was sent to 
adjudicate between Achaea and Sparta.l37 Orestes' terms, neither reaffirmed nor abjured, 
were probably passed over in silence. First blackmail, then geniality. Whether this 
reflects a difference of opinion in Rome or a reversal of tactic when the initial effort failed, 
the evidence does not show a senate bent on war or on destruction of the Achaean Con- 

federacy. The aim was stability in the Peloponnese. 
It is equally difficult to convict Achaean leaders of outright provocation. Diaeus had 

behaved with circumspection, though without releasing pressure on Sparta. The conduct of 
the assembly, after report of Orestes' terms, was hot-headed and tempestous. But fury was 
directed at the Spartans-a demonstration to underline the strong feelings about Achaean 
authority over Lacedaemon. Despite modern repetition, it is clearly untrue to say that 
Roman officials were 'mobbed'.138 At most, they were thwarted when attempting to check 
attacks on Spartan residents in Corinth. The outburst itself was not an anti-Roman 
manoeuvre; rather an expression of Achaean sentiments on the solidarity of the Pelopon- 
nese. That is borne out by the immediate despatch of a mission with orders to apologise for 
the tumultuous assembly and for any offence caused to Roman envoys. Thearidas, the 
brother of Polybius, headed that embassy, a man no doubt chosen for the good will he might 
command in Rome.139 Achaean leaders were evidently concerned to avoid an anti- 
Roman posture. Caesar's legation graciously received and collaborated with that embassy. 
The storm had not yet come. 

* * * 

The new Achaean oT-rparq^ys, Critolaus, was elected in the fall of 147, about the time of 
Caesar's arrival.140 The tradition against him is relentless. Critolaus' year as general, of 
course, witnessed the outbreak of the war. For Polybius, Critolaus and his collaborator 
Diaeus were responsible for the debacle. Mindless, corrupt, and wicked, they stirred up an 
insane conflict that issued in disaster.141 For Pausanias, Critolaus came to office with a 
frenzied determination to make war on Rome.142 A retrospective and dubious judgment. 
No advantage and almost certain catastrophe lay in that direction. At a time when Diaeus 
had sent off an apologetic embassy and when the senate's envoys came bearing glad tidings, 
it is extremely improbable that Critolaus secured election on an anti-Roman platform.143 

In Polybius' opinion, all hope of preventing calamity was now gone. Achaea still 
contained some sober-minded men, but the majority were being whipped by Critolaus into 
an unreasoned passion against Rome.144 Critolaus' actions, however, lend themselves to a 
different interpretation. 

The tale, as we have it, is as follows. Critolaus dealt courteously with Sex. Caesar and 
his colleagues. The embassy of Thearidas would go on to Rome to present the Achaean 
case. In the meanwhile an assembly of Achaeans would be called at Tegea, with Roman 
representatives present, to iron out differences with Sparta. A reasonable proposition, to 
the liking of Caesar, who then summoned the Spartans to that conference as well. But 
Critolaus upset the plan by arranging for the Achaeans to stay away. He alone turned up at 
Tegea where Romans and Spartans had been kept waiting for some time. And then the 
ourparr-^yos announced that he could authorise no settlement; a decision would have to 

135 Niese, Geschichte iii 343-4; Larsen, Greek Federal 140 Paus. vii 14.3-4. 
States 493; Fuks, JHS xc (1970) 87, n. 6o; Deininger, 141 Polyb. xiii io.8, 10.I2-I3, xxxviii II .6-i I , 
Widerstand 226; Schwertfeger, Der achaiische Bund i I. 12.5-10, I3.6-8. 

136 Polyb. xxxviii 9.3-6; cf. 11.2. 142 Paus. vii 14.4. 
137 Paus. vii 14.4: ol rapd 'PwAvaiwv rjKOvTe; 

l 
d 143 Yet that interpretation seems to have gone 

AaKe6atjLovowv Kal 'Aatiwv &lKdaat; cf. vii 14.3: unquestioned; cf. Niese, Geschichte iii 344; De Sanctis, 
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await the regularly scheduled Achaean uvvoSos, six months hence in the spring of 146. 
Caesar returned to Rome in a huff and denounced Critolaus to the senate. Rupture seemed 

complete.145 
How is one to understand this peculiar state of affairs ? Deliberate insult and provoca- 

tion on Critolaus' part is the usual answer.146 Again, surely, too facile. A sharper probing 
is necessary. Why so elaborate a deception on Critolaus' part ? If his purpose were simply 
to give affront to Rome it could have been done without these complex stage manoeuvres. 
An alternative motive deserves consideration. Critolaus' initial friendliness toward the 
Roman envoys need not be regarded as duplicity. The sending of Thearidas' mission sug- 
gests a continued desire to maintain good relations. And this may well explain Critolaus' 
reluctance to summon the Achaeans into special session. Achaean feeling against Sparta 
ran high, as had been dramatised in the meeting of the previous summer. When Caesar 
called the Spartans to Tegea, Critolaus considered it more prudent to arrive alone. Better 
not to risk another tumultuous assembly, in the presence of Roman envoys, especially with 
Thearidas on his way to apologise for the last one.147 

On that hypothesis the story begins to make some sense. Serious negotiations with 
Sparta seemed impossible, given the current Achaean mood. Whatever the attitude to 
Rome, it is clear that prevailing sentiment would tolerate no concessions to the Spartans.148 
Critolaus' political position depended upon riding that wave of sentiment. On the other 

sentatives might be caught in the melee. Of course, Critolaus and his friends had to reckon 
with the possibility that a sudden postponement of the issue might rouse Sex. Caesar's ire. 
But that would have appeared the safer gamble-on several counts. The case for delay, 
pretext or not, was, at least, arguable on constitutional grounds: the regular session of the 
League was not due for six months. Caesar's own statements might seem to justify a 
postponement: his task was to arrange a truce; only a later commission would be empowered 
to authorise a general settlement.149 Further, as we have seen, the senate habitually took its 
own counsel, even in the face of inflammatory reports from returning envoys. The most 
recent experience will not have been lost on Critolaus: Orestes' angry report had been 
followed by Caesar's conciliatory mission. To many it must have appeared that Rome 
would once again refrain from pressing the issue to a conclusion. And Roman commit- 
ments in Spain and Africa lent weight to that supposition.150 Finally, a six-month delay 
would allow Critolaus to direct Achaean energies against Sparta, thereby to present a fait 
accompli for any future arbiters-and it might permit Thearidas to smoothe any ruffled 
feathers in Rome. 

On the whole, not an irrational plan. And the first efforts seemed to have paid dividends. 
Caesar did return to Rome with irate comments about Critolaus' deportment.151 But no 
mobilisation followed, no declaration of war, not even a senatorial decree, so far as we know. 
Of course, the campaigning season was over; but that itself would not paralyse the senate 
into silence, if Rome were determined to bend Achaea to her will. In fact, no Roman 
action of any kind regarding Achaea is recorded until the spring of 146, when the League 
assembly held its meeting. It rather looks as if Rome honoured the six-month hiatus 
requested by Critolaus. And even then it was Metellus who made the move, sending four 
junior officers from Macedon with, according to Polybius, mild and amicable language 
similar to that employed by Sex. Caesar the previous fall.152 Nothing suggests a Roman 
resolve for conflict. 

145 Polyb. xxxviii o.8-i i.6; Paus. vii 14.4-5. invitation that Critolaus decided to cancel the 
146 Cf. Larsen, Greek Federal States 493: 'This meeting; Polyb. xxxviii 11.2-3. 

incident made war inevitable. The deliberately 148 Cf. Polyb. xxxviii IO.7: To6 ie rnA70oo Tcv 
planned insult and frustration must have seemed more dvOptanWov. 
offensive to the Romans than the outbreak of mob 149 Polyb. xxxviii I 1.2: Trv KaTad Tv 7noCe/ov eztoxz?v 
spirit at the time of the visit of Orestes'. COt; dv neytpwoat 'PPwtaoit Tov'; nepl Trv o'Aov eMaWK- 

147 Cf Paus. vii 14.4: O Kptro6ao? dOpolaat be' eipooevov;. 
'AXatov'; aq(ptv e KOtVOV d2tavAAoyov ov36auc); ijOeAev. 150 So Polyb. xxxviii 10.10. 
Polybius' narrative makes it clear that Caesar invited 151 Polyb. xxxviii 11.6. 
the Spartans to Tegea and that it was only after that 152 Polyb. xxxviii 12.1-3. The same legation may 
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Critolaus, on the other hand, spent the winter of 147/6 preparing Achaea for war-or so 
we are told. Magistrates were ordered to suspend the enforcement of debts, to take no 
debtors into custody, and to defer payment of the eranos loans-for the duration of the war.153 
Polybius couples with this several rabble-rousing speeches by Critolaus and harsh charges 
against Rome.154 Do we have then a deliberate incitement to confrontation with the 
Romans? That would be suicidal madness indeed. Polybius, who could find no other 
solution, persuaded himself that such lunacy had, in fact, engulfed Achaea. But what does 
'for the duration of the war' mean? There was no war with Rome in the winter of I47/6, 
either declared or undeclared. The historian himself had asserted that Achaean leaders 
were convinced of Rome's preoccupation with other matters and expected no intervention.155 
'The war' must be that with Sparta. Achaean emotion, having reached a fever-pitch, 
pressed for a decisive and violent solution to the Spartan problem, once for all. 

Decision came at the spring meeting of I46 in Corinth. Enthusiasm for League solidarity 
and a passion to punish the Spartans had attained widespread proportions. The Achaeans 
would no longer hear of any mediation. Metellus' envoys happened to arrive at that 
occasion, with their plea for calm and restraint.156 The message asked Achaea not to 
permit her dispute with Sparta to generate actions inimical toward Rome. But the assem- 
bly, unusually crowded with labourers and small artisans, would not tolerate fuirther delay. 
Metellus' legates had as little effect as Orestes had the year before. They were jeered and 
heckled by the gathering, even forced to withdraw.157 How far this reflects genuine anti- 
pathy toward Rome herself is indeterminable. Anti-Romanism need not have played a 
major role. The Spartan question was to be decided by Achaea and efforts at intervention 
by any other state were to be rejected. Critolaus ranted and raved, according to Polybius. 
But it is noteworthy that the c-rparrjyos avoided an open break with Rome: he hoped to 
remain a friend of the Romans, but would not take kindly to subjection by despots.158 His 
oratorical flourish played to the crowd. Public opinion had made its weight felt; Critolaus 
moved with the tide. His point was to stress Achaea's right to control her own League and 
to reject, on this sensitive matter at least, any outside arbitration. The same purpose 
underlies his attack on political opponents, including the recalled hostage Stratius, for 
reporting Achaean decisions to the Roman envoys: they place the interests of Rome and 
Sparta above those of their own state.159 There were some who objected to Critolaus' 
measures. But a militant mood prevailed. The assembly closed by declaring war on 
Sparta-not, be it noted, on Rome.160 

The war was, of course, in defiance of Roman wishes, as expressed again and again. 
But the very repetition of that request for peace, even when circumvented or ignored, must 
have convinced Achaea that the Romans were unwilling or uninterested in enforcing it. 
No other explanation seems possible, unless one resorts to the hypothesis of national lunacy. 
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Miscalculation perhaps, but not insanity. And, since previous experience had shown the 
Romans reluctant to exact compliance, a miscalculation is intelligible. 

* * * 

Can Critolaus and his colleagues, even now, have failed to anticipate Roman interven- 
tion? Few scholars find that credible. But then Critolaus did not have the benefit of 
modern scholarship-or even of Polybius' post-war hindsight. The first military clash tells 
an interesting tale. War had been declared on Sparta, but Achaean forces marched north, 
not south. Into the very teeth of Metellus' victorious troops? Hardly. The object was 
Heraclea at Oeta and the reason quite simple: Heraclea had just thrown off allegiance to the 
Achaean Confederacy.161 To the Heracleans it seemed an opportune moment. Achaea 
was preoccupied with the Spartan problem. And Heraclea may have nourished hopes of 
Roman sanction, if she could pull off a successful defection; Orestes had included her among 
those to be released from the League in his proposals of the previous year. But Critolaus 
reacted swiftly. Temporarily abandoning plans to coerce Sparta, he led Achaean forces 
into central Greece and undertook a siege of Heraclea. He had even taken the trouble to 
concert efforts with the Thebans and Chalcidians.162 The supremacy of the League over 
individual members remained the predominant element in Achaean policy. What followed 
is most revealing. Q. Metellus brought a Roman army down through Thessaly to halt 
Achaean advance. The development evidently stunned Critolaus, who forthwith gave up 
the siege and fled in panic to Locris where his forces were caught and defeated by Metellus; 
the a-rpar-yo6s himself disappeared for ever, leaving only rumour and speculation about his 
personal fate.163 It seems plain that Metellus' appearance came as a shock, neither antici- 
pated nor planned for by the Achaeans.164 

The fact is buttressed by two Polybian fragments. According to his account, the 
approach of the enemy evidently the Romans came as a surprise, causing panic and a fruit- 
less effort to fly homewards.165 Polybius, with the conscious superiority derived from hind- 
sight, berates the foolish subject of these remarks: for such people the obvious always seems 
surprising. The contemplation of flight is compared to the non-swimmer who plunges into 
the sea and only then considers how he might negotiate the water.166 Polybius' extant text 
does not name the man here under attack. The traditional identification with Diaeus is 
quite unsatisfactory. Among Diaeus' known activities there are no circumstances to 
provide a suitable context. The passages almost certainly refer to Critolaus, an appropriate 
fit to the narrative of Pausanias.167 One may draw the obvious inference. As late as the 
spring or early summer of 146, Achaean attention was focused on League solidarity; recal- 
citrant members had to be coerced. The possibility of Roman intervention was evidently 
discounted. Rome had stayed her hand for so long that that possibility seemed remote. 
The incursion of Metellus came as a rude surprise. 

Lack of evidence precludes an assessment of senatorial considerations and intentions. 
We do not even know the timing of Rome's decision for war. No overt action had followed 
Sex. Caesar's report of his frustration in the late fall or early winter of I47. Six months 
elapsed before Metellus' representatives appeared in Corinth, still conciliatory and still 
urging a peaceful resolution. But it is not difficult to imagine that Achaea's insistence upon 

161 Paus. vii 15.2: 'IlpadKAeav 6e 7tporFeKaOrTvro 165 Polyb. xxxviii I6.I I-12: napdo0o0 av3rO eTeapdvrn 
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ignoring Roman mediation and settling League affairs by force gradually wore the senate's 
patience thin. And it must have weakened the case of those senators who preferred tradi- 
tional diplomatic rebuke to actual mobilisation. When Metellus' proposals in the spring of 
I46 were discourteously rejected, the advocates of indifference or aloofness would no longer 
have received a sympathetic hearing. And another element undoubtedly weighed in the 
balance. Organisation of the new province of Macedon was about to proceed. Warfare and 
conflagration in Greece while Roman commissioners were applying a settlement in Macedon 
would be not only an annoyance but an embarrassment. Better to quench that conflagra- 
tion as swiftly and decisively as possible. 

Precisely when Rome chose to go to war is unspecified. The extant portions of Poly- 
bius do not include the decision. Prolonged debates may have lain behind it but, without 
the aid of Livy, no details are recoverable. The final resolve, in any case, did not come until 
after news arrived about the reception of Metellus' envoys in Corinth. An accumulation of 

negative reports, this being at least the third, ultimately tipped the balance. Some time in 
the spring of 146, the senate authorised the consul L. Mummius to prepare a fleet and army 
for the bellum Achaicum.168 But speed was important. Metellus seems to have been em- 

powered to take action in the interim.169 Hence, the sweep through Thessaly and the 
sudden disaster for Critolaus. Neither lengthy planning nor careful deliberation is much in 
evidence. Achaea pursued her aim of League unity with single-minded purpose. But, in 
the course of it, she had baulked Roman wishes once too often. 

* * * 

The course of the war requires no lengthy rehearsal here. Metellus followed up his 
victory over Critolaus by defeating a contingent of Arcadians at Chaeronea, taking the city 
of Thebes which had been evacuated by its population, and crushing a levy from Patrae in 
Phocis. The accounts of Polybius and Pausanias leave a plain and vivid impression: all 
these forces were caught by surprise, stunned into panic and flight. Resistance from Rome, 
it appears, had not been reckoned on.170 Nevertheless, the majority of Achaeans were 
prepared to fight the war to its conclusion. Alternatives were possible but hardly promising. 
Once there had been overt clash with Roman forces, Achaea could no longer hope-even 
with capitulation-to maintain her Confederacy intact. Though the original intent had 
not been to contest Rome, survival of the League now impelled its members to desperate 
resistance. Diaeus took over as crrparqyos after the death of Critolaus and instituted vigor- 
ous measures. A detachment of forces was sent to Megara to slow Metellus' advance. 
Orders went out to the various cities to liberate certain of their slaves, up to a number of 
twelve thousand, for service in the war. There were also to be special financial exactions, 
contributions called up both from corporate bodies and from propertied individuals. The 
purpose surely was not to institute a social revolution but to summon all possible resources 
for an emergency war effort. And a strong positive response came forth from the cities of 
the League.171 

There were, to be sure, opponents of this policy in Achaea. Prominent citizens, includ- 
168 Paus. vii 15.I puts this decision after and as a operations without any authorisation from Rome. 

result of reports brought back by Roman envoys and Such a fact would certainly have left some trace in 
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ing the vzroaurpJaryos Sosicrates, arranged for an embassy to Metellus and offered terms. 
Metellus was pleased to co-operate, hoping to terminate hostilities before the arrival of 
Mummius. The returning envoys received some support for a peaceful settlement, among its 
advocates being the aged former hostage Stratius.172 But the bulk of Achaeans were deter- 
mined to resist. Evidence is clear on this point. Diaeus had been selected to the acrparrqyta 
for 146/5, in the late summer or early autumn. And another former o-rpaTr)yog who stood for 

League solidarity, Damocritus, had been recalled from exile to stiffen the resolve for defiance.173 
The proposals for capitulation were vigorously rejected and their authors imprisoned or 
executed.174 Polybius' implication that Achaean opinion was deluded and manipulated by 
demagogues does not ring true. He may well be right that certain leaders pressed for 
continued militancy in the knowledge that they would receive no clemency from Rome.175 
But the Achaean populace would hardly persist in its combativeness just to save the skins of 
Diaeus and his cronies. Polybius' own account makes it plain that sentiment in the League 
overwhelmingly favoured continuation of the struggle and that its opponents were few.176 

It would be wrong to ascribe this wave of feeling simply to the lower classes-as if social 
distinctions determined Greek attitudes toward Rome.177 The terminology employed by 
Polybius to characterise supporters of Diaeus and Critolaus is generally misconstrued: 
ot 7roAAoi, ro 7TrAC7OS, o'xAos.178 Such terms are not-or certainly not always-equivalent to 
'the mob', 'the rabble', or 'the masses'.179 Even in Polybius' narrative of the Achaean war 
and its preliminaries, they generally signify a majority attitude at meetings of the League 
assembly or gatherings in individual cities.180 In so far as they carry a negative meaning, 
that is due to Polybius' condemnation of the attitude itself, not to the social background of 
those embracing it. Nowhere in this narrative does he contrast the adherents of militancy 
with aristocrats, the wealthy, or the upper classes. The severest denunciations, in fact, are 
levelled at the leadership, men like Diaeus who certainly did not derive from the lower 
orders of society. The only real contrast drawn is that between intelligent opinion and 

corrupt judgment.181 Class distinctions are irrelevant for understanding the origins of the 
Achaean war. 

A broad-gauged desire to maintain League integrity motivated the population of Achaea. 
That purpose was not directed against Rome from the outset, nor was Achaea engulfed by an 
anti-Roman frenzy. But once it became clear that the goal was attainable only by confron- 
tation with Rome's forces, the Achaeans resolved to see it through. 
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i I (1972) ii68. Notice e.g. that the liberated slaves 
were to be home-born and bred, the most loyal in a 
war; not total or indiscriminate manumission; 
Polyb. xxxviii I 5.3 , 5.5, 5.0. We may usefully 
compare the emergency measures taken by Pergamum 
in I33: privileges accorded to slaves in certain 
categories, but not to all; OGIS 338. 

172 Polyb. xxxviii I7.1-4, I8. -2. Also Androni- 
das, a former adherent of Callicrates; cf. Polyb. xxix 

25. I, xxx 29.2. The favourable reaction of Metellus 
is given by Paus. vii 15. I , who probably refers to the 
same episode here. But if his chronology is correct- 
after the fall of Megara-this may be a later effort at 
negotiation, on Metellus' intiative. The motive- 
desire to steal a march on Mummius-is, in any case, 
plausible. 

173 Polyb. xxxviii 17.I, 17.9. 
174 Polyb. xxxviii 17.1-18.6. 
175 Polyb. xxxviii 17.7: aaq?c;g yap acriat Td 

nenpaytEva arwe8t6o'e ovb6alcit e86SvvavTo nltaTzeat 6toTt 
ZrvXOLEV v TtvOg; Eieov napa 'Powuaicv. 

176 Cf. Polyb. xxxviii 16.1: <6S >6t ndavTes ei; 
npd6irv ov 6eOpov a"yovTatl; I8.7: TotavTr]; e 7; dvoiag 
Kati TrT aKpltiag rvluflatvov'ar rS epi nacdvTa; cf. 
xxxviii 12.6. So, rightly, De Sanctis, Storia dei 

Romani, iv 3.153; Fuks, JHS xc (1970) 87-8. See also 
the decree from Epidaurus, honoring Acheans who 

perished in the war; IG iv 894. 
177 The thesis is most recently presented in extenso 

by Deininger, Widerstand 220-41. See the criticisms, 
on a different period, by Gruen, 'Class Conflict in 
Greece and the Third Macedonian War' (AJAH 
i (1976) 29-60). 

178 Even Fuks, who does not regard Achaean 

militancy as confined to the lower orders, sees class 
connotations in these words; JHS xc (1970) 84-6. 

179 Cf. Gruen, op. cit. 34-5, 42, 45, 57, n. I31. 
180 

Polyb. xxxviii 10.7, I I.5, I.7-9, I .I-, 12.4, 

12.Io, 13.6, 7.-I-2. Nor should special significance 
be attached to the word o 6'Xios, customarily ren- 
dered as 'mob'. In fact, Polybius uses it in these 

passages as a synonym for To n.rj0os (cf. xxxviii I I.9 
with I I. I ; 12.4 with 12. I and 13.6) or for ol noo.oi 
(cf. I7.I with I7.2). 

181 Polyb. xxxviii 10.6-7: To /tEv rocxppovovv bdepog 
dacJrYvoc dnte6eXeTo zd ^eyodFeva... 16 6i ntr240og Tv 

dvOpcwncv ... g. eve ? 6 voc?OOvV Kal 6tecpOap1jdvov. The 
term TCtV dvOpcrncwv shows well enough that Polybius is 
not speaking of a social class. That is also clear 
elsewhere. Notice xxxviii I2.6: odyotg 6e' Ttat- 
not zTOI do'yotg. And T6 nAr71Oog can be used in a 

positive context; see I8.4. 
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The fact that other states were involved in the war should not be taken to imply wide- 

spread anti-Romanism in Greece. Polybius reports that those who suffered in the con- 
flict were Peloponnesians, Boeotians, Phocians, Locrians, and some cities located on the 
Ionian Gulf.182 But this is an exaggerated lament included in his general bewailing of 
Greece's fate after the war. Details, where known, suggest a rather different picture. The 
Phocians do not appear to have taken a stand against Rome. Arcadian troops, sent to 

support Critolaus against Heraclea had reached Elatea in Phocis when news arrived of 
Critolaus' defeat at the hands of Metellus. That seems to have been as much a surprise to 
the Phocians as to the Achaeans. Phocian officials immediately ordered the Arcadians to 
withdraw from Elatea.183 The contingent from Patrae also appeared in Phocis only to 
suffer calamity and fly in panic across the land.184 So there was fighting in Phocis and, no 
doubt, some devastation, but the Phocians themselves had not opposed Rome.185 The 
same for Locris. Critolaus was caught there by Metellus' troops, in full flight from 
Heraclea, and thoroughly defeated. But no indication that Locrians engaged in the 

fighting.186 Nor did Boeotia as a whole rise against Rome. Like Phocis and Locris, 
Boeotia served as a battleground rather than a source of opposition. It was at 
Chaeronea that the Arcadians, expelled from Phocis, were overtaken and crushed by 
Metellus.187 Only Thebes among Boeotian cities, so far as we know, actually participated 
in the war. But her reasons are obscure and need not have been primarily directed by 
anti-Roman sentiment. Theban quarrels in recent months, according to Pausanias, had 
been with Phocis, Euboea, and Amphissa. In each case the city had submitted to arbitra- 
tion by Q. Metellus. And in each case the decision had gone against her, resulting in 

imposition of a fine.188 That this caused resentment is quite possible. But the only active 
Theban involvement took place at Heraclea, in conjunction with the Achaeans, at a time 
when Rome's intervention was evidently not anticipated. Perhaps an effort to compensate 
for losses sustained in the arbitral decisions. After sharing in the siege of Heraclea, Theban 
forces were routed at Scarphea where they were caught by Metellus together with the fleeing 
Achaeans.189 But Roman retaliation was minimal. Metellus marched against Thebes, 
deserted by a frightened populace; but he refused to allow any destruction or the taking of 

captives, seeking only the punishment of the Boeotarch Pytheas to whom was ascribed full 

responsibility for Theban actions.190 It is noteworthy that after the war Roman officials 

required Boeotia to pay damages of one hundred talents to Heraclea. Her principal crime 
does not seem to have been anti-Romanism.191 Otherwise, we have evidence only for 
Chalcidian participation in the war. Chalcis, so we are told, sent a contingent at the outset 
of the war which cooperated with the Achaeans and Boeotians and was defeated with them 

by Metellus.192 And some Chalcidian cavalrymen were later cut down by Mummius in 
unknown circumstances.193 What may have motivated Chalcis is beyond conjecture. But 
her involvement does not seem to have spread even into the rest of Euboea.194 No further 

testimony exists.195 What we have hardly betokens a general upheaval against Rome. 

182 Polyb. xxxviii 3.8. 
183 Paus. vii I5.5. 
184 

Polyb. xxxviii I6.4-5, xxxix i. I; cf. Oros. v 3.2. 
185 Some of the devastation, in fact, had recently 

been caused by the Thebans; Paus. vii 14.7. 
186 Paus. vii I5.3-4. 
187 Paus. vii 15.6; cf. Ores. v 3.3. 
188 Paus. vii I4.6--7. 
189 Paus. vii I4.6, I5.9; Livy Per. 52; Oros. v 3.2. 
190 Paus. vii I5.9-10; cf. 14.6; Polyb. xxxviii 

I4.1-2, I6.Io. 
191 Paus. vii i6. IO. Cicero does say that Mummius 

brought many Achaean and Boeotian cities sub 
imperium populi Romani dicionemque; Verr. ii I.55. But 
this was part of the general post-war settlement, not 
evidence for prior hostilities against Rome; cf. Paus. 
vii I6.9. Similarly, dissolution of the Phocian and 

East Locrian Leagues-if that did, in fact, occur-is 
not proof of their active engagement in the war; as 

assumed, e.g. by De Sanctis, Storia dei Romani iv 

3.I74-5; Accame, II dominio I6-I7. 
192 Livy, Per. 52. The subsequent comment that 

both Thebes and Chalcis were destroyed is manifestly 
inaccurate. 

193 Polyb. xxxix 6.5. 
194 Polybius may have included the Euboeans 

among those who suffered in the war; xxxviii 3.8: 
H172ozrovvrjaot, BotwToi. OCKE;g, [Evflo]eig, AoKpoi. If 

so, this need mean no more than the Chalcidians; 
Polybius is here listing states and territories, not 
cities. And Euboea, if Pausanias is to be believed, 
was compensated after the war; vii I6.IO. But see 

Accame, II dominio I90, who regards this as a doublet 
of Paus. vii 14.7. 
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THE ORIGINS OF THE ACHAEAN WAR 

The war was an Achaean struggle and it was Achaea who suffered the affliction that 
caused Polybius such agony. Megara yielded without a fight to Metellus, and Achaean 
troops withdrew to the Isthmus for a last stand. Mummius arrived at that juncture, sent 
Metellus back to Macedon, and prepared to terminate the conflict. It did not take long. 
The Achaeans were resoundingly crushed and gave up the struggle. Diaeus himself 
committed suicide. And Mummius concluded operations with the notorious sacking of 
Corinth.196 

* * * 

Recapitulation is called for. Where testimony is incomplete and sources far from impar- 
tial, no one will lay claim to a decisive answer. But the foregoing review of the evidence 

permits some conclusions. Neither Roman imperialism nor Greek mob hysteria explains 
the Achaean war. Rome countenanced the League's authority during the two decades 
after Pydna and showed no inclination to disperse its membership. Peloponnesian 
conflicts brought to the senate were referred back to Achaea, to its cities, or to its officials. 
Lack of concern rather than bellicosity was the predominant mood. The senate did not 
desire or arrange a military confrontation. Even the last Roman messages, on the edge of 
the storm, were pacific and conciliatory. From the Achaean side Rome was not and had not 
been the enemy. Achaea was absorbed in Peloponnesian problems, specifically the defec- 
tion of Sparta and the issue of League sovereignty. Outside mediation was increasingly 
unwelcome and ultimately intolerable. But prior experience had shown that that attitude 
could be sustained without engendering Roman interference. The senate tended to let its 

representatives bark, while it refrained from biting. 
The Achaean war stemmed from understandable miscalculation-on both sides.197 

Rome expected that a combination of intimidating demands and generous proposals would 

prevent conflict in the Peloponnese. Achaean leaders assumed that coercion of dissident 
communities in the League could continue-as it had in the past-with impunity. The 
peculiar circumstances of I46 undermined those expectations. In the end, Rome would not 
endure a conflagration in Greece when she was about to establish a stable order in Macedon. 
The march of Metellus was sudden and stunning. Achaea's levy, mobilised to discipline 
Sparta and Heraclea, now had to face Roman legions. But with the fate of the Confederacy 
at stake, the majority of its citizens accepted the struggle. The result was calamity, un- 
planned and unanticipated-a-rvXta.98 

ERICH S. GRUEN 

University of California, Berkeley 

195 Little can be made of Zonaras' vague statement McDonald, Auckland Classical Essays (1970), 128: 'The 
that after the Corinthians abandoned their city, 'the situation was one of force and bluff or, at the best, a 
other Greeks' surrendered; ix 3I. tragedy of errors'. But he does not explore the 

196 Principal evidence in Paus. vii 15.II-I6.IO; subject in any detail. 
Zon. ix 31; cf. Polyb. xxxix 2; Livy Per. 52; Oxyr. Per. 198 DrJ. K. Davies deserves thanks for constructive 
52; Florus i 32.4-7; Vir. Ill. 6o.I-3; Oros v 3.5-7. comments and conversations-not necessarily to be 

197 A similar conclusion seems hinted at by A. H. confused with concurrence. 
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